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Problems of "Pastoralism" and "Transhumance" 
in Classical and Hellenistic Crete* 
"Eva? poaxoc;, yepopoaxdc; xat TtaXixoupaodprjc;, xa vidxav xou GU^GTJXE, xd 
vidxav xou 9u[i5xai. "IIou £v ' £xeivoi ol xaipol xi ol pouXio-^£voi xp°voi, arcou 
'(xouv vi6<; xi et<; x6 pouvov fjpXeita xo xoupdSi, rcou ' x a [lavxptd xd rcpopaxa, 
[jiavxpid lAavxpid xd yiSia, TCOIJ ' x a xi £vvid (i7cpoaxdpr)8e<; xt £a£pvavxo xoupdSi, 
rcou ' x a ^ixdxov £axouax6 trxafj Ntoa? xb Xipdot". 
1. Animal husbandry in ancient Crete: The problem 
Prom the Neolithic times onwards animal husbandry and related activi­
ties (production of milk and cheese, weaving, working of the animals' skin 
etc.) represent one of the main branches of Cretan economy.1 The breed­
ing of cattle and sheep was regarded by Diodorus as a Cretan contribution 
to civilization, an "invention" of the Curetes, the Cretan mountain dae­
mons.2 T h e abundance of ancient literary, archaeological, and epigraphic 
evidence for the breeding of all kinds of livestock (goats,3 swine,4 oxen and 
* I would like Xo express my thanks to I.M.S. Cowey (Heidelberg) for improving 
my English. 
1 Neolithic times: M A N T E L I 1990; Minoan times: e. g. B R A N I G A N 1970, 68-69; 
D A V A R A S 1976, 8-10; in the Linear-B documents: e. g. B E N N E T 1992; Htt.-
L E R 1992, 27-28; in modern Crete: S T A V R A K I S 1890, 197-198 and table 146; 
CHALIKIOPOULOS 1903, 134-135; ALLBAUGH 1953, 54 fig. 2 (in 1948 48% of 
the land was used for nomadic grazing), pp. 263, 278-279, 551 table A 93. A 
study of pastoralism in post-Minoan Crete is still lacking; cf. some remarks of 
WlLLETTS 1955, 135; BRULE 1978, 147-148; SANDERS 1982, 32; PETROPOULOU 
1985, 50-53; VAN EFFENTERRE 1991a, 400, 403-404. 
2 Diod. 5,65,2. 
3 E.g. Anth. Gr. 9,744. Cf. the representation of goats and wild-goats on the 
coins of Praisos ( S V O R O N O S 1890, 289-290 nos 25-27, 30-31, pi. X X V I I I 3-4) 
and Priansos (ibid., 296 no 6, pi. X X V I I I 23). A goat, associated with the 
goddess Diktynna, is represented in relief on the stele with the treaty between 
Polyrhenia and Phalasarna ( M E Y E R 1989, 320-321 N 19). Cf. Paus. 10, 16, 5 
on a statue of a goat dedicated by the city Elyros in Delphi. 
4 E. g. I. Cret . II, xii 16 A 5; I V 41 I 12-17 (=KOERNER 1992, no 127); S E G 
X X X V 991 B 4. Cf. the place names EucovCa and ' TSv 5po? ( I . Cret. I , xvi 5 
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c o w s , 5 horses , 6 a n d a b o v e al l o f s h e e p 7 ) is t h e r e f o r e n o t surpr i s ing . S e v e r -
a l charac ter i s t i c s o u r c e s w o u l d su f f i ce t o d e m o n s t r a t e , h o w s ign i f i can t t h e 
b reed ing o f s h e e p w a s i n D o r i c C r e t e : A c c o r d i n g t o S t e p h a n o s o f B y z a n t i u m 
t h e n a m e o f t h e c i t y P o l y r h e n i a ( W e s t C r e t e ) m e a n s " m a n y s h e e p " (TEOAXCC 
^rjvcot),8, a n d t h e e x p r e s s i o n " C r e t a n s h e e p " s e e m s h a v e t o b e c o m e p r o v e r b i -
a l . 9 O n l y in t h e C r e t a n o a t h s d o w e f i n d t h e i m p r e c a t i o n " i f w e b r e a k o u r 
I. 63; Staatsvertrage II 148 B 6). Representations of swine and boars: HlGGINS 
1973, 90 nos 257, 258, 262. On bone finds see e. g. JARMAN 1973 (Demeter 
sanctuary at Knossos). 
5 E. g. I. Cret. II, xi 3; II, xii 10; I V 4l I 12-17 (=KOERNER 1992, no 127); S E G 
X X X V 991 B 3; cf. Anth. Gr. 6,262-263; Vitr. 1,4.10. The Gortynians called 
themselves the "cow-men" (see below, note 100). Cf. the dedications addressed 
to the Curetes as protectors of cattle (xapxatitoSa): I. Cret. I,xxv 3; I,xxxi 7 -
8; SEG X X I I I 593; DAVARAS 1960, 459-460; KRITZAS 1990b. Cf. (in general) 
GEORGOUDI 1990, 241, 257. On the mention of oxen in the Knossian Linear-
B texts see now PALAIMA 1992 (with further bibliography). Cattle are often 
represented in the clay votives found in sanctaries: e. g. PEATFIELD 1990, 120-
121 (Minoan peak sanctuaries); HlGGINS 1973, 89-90 (Demeter sancturary in 
Knossos); LEBESSI 1985, 48 no B 1, 50 no B 6 (Hermes sanctuary at Simi). On 
the archaic representations of ram-bearers found in Cretan sanctuaries, proba-
bly dedications of wealthy citizens, see now LEBESSI 1989. 
6 On the Cretan horsemen and horses see Plat., legg. I 625 d; VIII 834 a-d; Strab. 
10, 4, 18 ( C 482); Oppian., Cyneg. 1,170; Isid., orig. 14,6,16; cf. I. Cret. I, viii 33 
I. 7; IV 41 II 3. On bone-remains: BEDWIN 1992 (Knossos). Representations of 
horses and horsemen: e. g. PERNIER 1914, 48-54; BOARDMAN 1970, 137 pi. 280; 
HlGGINS 1971, 280 nos 36, 39, 42; HlGGINS 1973, 90 nos 260-261; CALLAGHAN 
1978, 21-22; SAKELLARAKIS 1987, 251-252 fig. 11. Cf. the place-names Hip-
pagra (I. Cret. I, xvi 5 I. 52; S E G X X V I 1049 I. 53) and Hippokoronion (Strab. 
10,3,2 C 472). A great number of Cretan personal names derives from the word 
tnitoi;: Agesippos, Aristippos, Chrysippos, Euxippos, Glaukippos, Heraippos, 
Hippaithos, Hippas, Hippokleidas, Kailippianos, Kalippos, Klesippos, Kratip-
pos, Lysippos, Menippos, Mnasippos, Phainippos, Philippos, Poseidippos, and 
Zeuxippos (see FRASER-MATTHEWS 1987, s. v.). On the magistrates calles hip-
peis see W t t X E T T S 1955, 155; P A N A G O P O U L O S 1981, 66-72. 
7 On the predominance of sheep among livestock in ancient Greece see GEORGOU-
D I 1974, 165; C H E R R Y 1988, 9; for C r e t e cf. J A R M A N 1972 ( M y r t o s ) ; R E E S E 1984 
(Kommos); BEDWIN 1992 (Knossos). In the Linear-B documents (in connection 
with the wool-industry): see below, note 57. In the inscriptions of Dorian Crete: 
e. g. S E G X X X V 991 B 2-3 (Lyttos, 6th c ) ; I. Cret. II,v 52 (Axos, 1st c. B.C.); 
I. Cret. II,xi 3 I. 8 (Diktynnaion, 6 B.C.); below, notes 10-11. Representations 
of sheep in Cretan works of art: e. g. BRANIGAN 1970, pi. 8b (a large flock of 
sheep on a MM I vase from Palaikastro). 
8 Steph. Byz., s. v . Polyrhenia. 
9 It is to be found in Artemidor's Onirocriticon (4,22, p. 214,5 ed. Hercher). 
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oath let our women and our sheep not bear according to nature",10 and in 
the "Curetes hymnus" sang at the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios by the ephebes 
of Cretan cities the god was called up to spring into the flocks and give them 
fertility.11 
Consequently, the history of the raising of livestock on Crete should occupy a 
central position among the problems of the historical geography of the island. 
Of great importance are above all the questions, how this economic activity 
was related to the geomorphology of the island, what changes it experienced 
in consequence to demographic, social, and administrative changes, and how 
Cretan settlement patterns in various periods reflect the intensive or extensive 
occupation with pastoralism (choice of areas, formations of settlements in 
connection with transhumance, building of shelters and enclosures12 etc.). 
Unfortunately, the kind of evidence we have from ancient times usually suffices 
to demonstrate the occupation of the Cretans with animal husbandry. When 
we try to get a clear picture about the organisation of this economic sector, 
our sources usually desert us. Questions concerning the private or collective 
ownership of livestock, the size of herds, the existence of spezified pastoralism, 
the legal and social status of herdsmen, the part played by pastoral economy in 
the economic activity of the different historical periods, the use o f the animals 
(labour, transport, meat, wool etc),13 the destination of the products (export 
or subsistence?), the changes this sector experienced when the aristocratically 
organised society of Dorian Crete was integrated into the Imperium Romanum 
(after 67 B.C.) , and the question of "transhumance" or the seasonal movement 
of animals cannot always be answered; some of them have not even been 
stated.14 Since a systematic discussion of animal husbandry in Dorian Crete 
is still lacking, it is necessary to review here the relevant evidence, especially 
10 E.g. I . Cret. II ,v II. 1-3: [eniopxoum y&v ... (JHQTI Y"vaixot<;] TIX[TE]V xccca vohxov 
yoj-cz npjopa-ta; cf. I . Cret. I.ix 1 I I . 85-89; I I I , iv 8 II . 41-42, 46-47; VAN EF-
FENTERRE 1991b, 24-25 no E 3 I I . 10-11. 
11 I . Cret. Ill.ii l(cf. S E G X X V I I I 751 and VERBRUGGEN 1981, 102-103): %L&5V 
Si 96p' itofjtmct xotl 06p' ESJCOX ' £<; [ixf)Xa]. 
12 On enclusures in ancient and modern Crete see M O O D Y - G R O V E 1990. 
13 Cf. in general CHERRY 1988, 6-7; JAMESON 1988, 88-89; on the difficulties of 
recognizing the various nses of livestock in zoo-archaeological records see e. g. 
HALSTEAD 1981, 322-329; on the lack of zoo-archaeological data from Iron Age 
s e t t l e m e n t s see P A Y N E 1985. 
14 On the methological questions related to the study of pastoralism in ancient 
societies see the remarks of WHITTAKER 1988, 1-4; HoDKINSON 1988; SKYDS-
G A A R D 1988; G A R N S E Y 1988; cf. H A L S T E A D 1981; I S A G E R - S K Y D S G A A R D 1992, 
83-85. On the difficulty to recognize pastoralism in the archaeological remains: 
CHERRY 1988, 17-20. Post-Minoan Crete hardly appears in the relevant studies 
of ancient pastoralism and transhumance; see e. g. HoDKINSON 1988; SKYDS-
G A A R D 1988; I S A G E R - S K Y D S G A A R D 1992. 
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the legal sources, in an attempt to find out, whether, when, and in what sense 
"transhumance" and pastoralism were practiced in Dorian Crete. 
In the following discussion we have to bear in mind that "Dorian Crete" is 
a modern abstraction, comprising not only at least 60 independent city-states 
(see note 93), but also covering a period of at least eight centuries; generali-
sations are therefore dangerous. Here I will focus on the better documented 
classical and Hellenistic periods. 
2. Animal husbandry in the framework of 
subsistence economy in Dorian Crete 
2.1. The main features of subsistence economy in pre-Roman 
Crete 
Characteristic for the Cretan society and economy in the classical and Hel-
lenistic periods (ca. 500-67 B.C.) is an archaic social structure, whose main 
features can be seen a) in the dependence of the citizenship on military educa-
tion and the participation in the common meals (ouaattia) and b) in the rule 
over a dependent population of various legal statuses (bought slaves, serfs, 
free non-citizens).15 
The adequate economic system for this kind of society is a subsistence eco-
nomy based on farming and animal husbandry.16 A lex sacra concerning the 
sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios in East Crete17 and forbidding the use of sacred 
land for economic purposes lists the most important forms of land use on 
Crete: grazing (^we^eiv), keeping of livestock (^vauXoaxaTEFv), arable culti-
vation (entEipetv), and cutting wood (£uXeuetv). 
Large-scale agricultural production and manufacture connected with ex-
ports seem to have played no part in the Cretan economy before the Roman 
conquest. R. F. WlLLETTS summarizes the basic features of economy in Clas-
sical Crete as follows: "The economy of Crete has to continue to be classified 
15 The best description of the aristocratic society in Dorian Crete is still that of 
WlLLETTS 1955, 33-36, 166-191, 249-356; on Hellenistic Crete see PETROPOU-
LOU 1985, 115-122. On the syssitia see now TALAMO 1987; LAVRENCIC 1988; 
L I N K 1 9 9 1 , 1 1 8 - 1 2 4 ; S C H M I T T P A N T E L 1 9 9 2 , 6 0 - 7 6 . O n t h e v a r i o u s f o r m s o f 
personal dependence see WlLLETTS 1955, 37-56; GSCHNITZER 1976, 75-80; VAN 
E F F E N T E R R E 1 9 8 2 , 3 5 - 4 4 ; W l T T E N B U R G 1 9 8 2 ; P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , 1 2 5 - 1 2 8 . 
16 On the ideal of subsistence in ancient Greece cf. in general BlNTLIFF 1977, 104; 
A U S T I N - V D D A L - N A Q U E T 1 9 7 7 , 1 5 - 1 7 ; W A G S T A F F - A U G U S T S O N - G A M B L E 1 9 8 2 ; 
SALLARES 1991, 298-299. On animal husbandry in the framework of ancient 
Greek subsistence economy see HoDKINSON 1988, 59-61. 
17 Cited in I. Cret. Ill.iv 9 II 81-82 (112 B.C.). 
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among those more backward forms of landed proprietorship over small-scale 
production, and remained as a predominantly agricultural economy, drawing 
its major sustenance from the soil, with no advanced forms of industry or 
commerce such as were to be found in democratic Athens, and where the 
land continued to be owned by a relatively few families, who preserved their 
old clan organisation in modified ways suited to their interests; and where 
small-scale ownership never had the chance to develop".18 
The Hellenistic age did not bring any substantial changes. It is true that 
the new intensive political relations with cities, confederations, and kings ab-
road19 had consequences for the economic relations as wel l . However, as far 
as we can judge from the scanty evidence, the economic interaction between 
Crete and the rest of the Hellenistic world was basically related with the mer-
cenary service and the piracy of the Cretans; foreign coins e. g. found their 
way to Crete as payment for mercenaries and not for the export of Cretan 
products.20 Indeed, the only product massively exported from Crete in Hel-
lenistic times seems to have been cypress-wood; but these massive exports 
were related with a few major building programms21 and cannot be regard-
ed as a constant economic factor. The limited monetary transactions with 
other areas prove to have resulted from the piratic activities of the Cretans 
(slave-trade, ransoming of captives, lending of money for the ransoming of 
captives, sale of booty etc.).22 Since the limited Hellenistic trade of Crete 
was not related to the local agricultural production or manufacture, it could 
not cause a substantial change of the traditional social or economic order.23 
Al l the epigraphic evidence we have supports the view that the archaic social 
order, based on the military education of the youth in dy^Xai, the participa-
tion of the citizens in "men-houses" (dvopEioe, ETaipEicu), and the traditional 
division of the population in citizens, free non-citizens (dic^xatpoi), "serfs" 
(6TC6FOIXOI), and slaves, remained intact until the Roman conquest,24 and 
18 WnJLETTS 1955, 176-177; cf. CHANIOTIS 1988a, 67-69. 
19 On these contacts see now KaEUTER 1992. 
20 LE RIDER 1966 191—194. 
21 I G I V l 2 102 1. 26; 103 I . 132 (Epidauros); I G X I 2, 219 A 37 (Delos); cf. VAN 
E P F E N T E R R E 1948, 1 1 1 - 1 1 2 ; B U R P O R D 1969, 37 , 151, 1 7 6 - 1 7 7 ; M E I G G S 1982, 
200, 424. 
22 On this close relation between piracy and trade in general see GARLAN 1978, 
5-6; on Crete: BRULE 1978, 158-161; PETROPOULOU 1985, 39-40, 49-50, 61-62, 
68-74; CHANIOTIS 1988a, 70. 
23 CHANIOTIS 1988a, 70-71. 
24 PETROPOULOU 1985, 48, 81-82, 115-116, 123-128 (with the epigraphic evi-
dence). WlTTENBURQ 1982. On the aristocratic character of the constitution 
see WiLLETTS 1955, 170-181; B o w S K Y 1989; CHANIOTIS 1992b, 305-310. 
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that the traditional forms of land ownership and land use survived to the end 
of the Hellenistic period.25 
2.2. Animal husbandry, syssitia, and the question of collective or 
private ownership of herds 
T h e Cretan pastoral economy has to be seen in the framework of this rigid, 
archaic social order. Indeed, Aristotle reports that the produce of animal 
husbandry represented one of the sources for the sustenance of the Cretan 
syssitia;26 thus he quite specifically connects the breeding of livestock with an 
institution of fundamental importance for a society based on subsistence. A n 
archaic decree of the community of the Dataleis (ca. 500 B .C . ) provides that 
the (foreign) scribe Spensitheos had to give (annually?) a fixed contribution 
o f meat to the "men's house" (andreion).27 
Unfortunately, the manuscript tradition of Aristotle's passage on the Cretan 
syssitia is corrupt in a crucial point regarding the sources of financing the 
syssitia and the ownership of the livestock.28 According to the version given 
by some codices the Cretan common meals were financed by three sources: a) 
the contribution paid by the citizens from their private agricultural produce 
and their pr ivate livestock (onto TOXVXQV yap x 5 v YIVOU£V6>V xocprcGv xe xcri 
pooxT)^dxwv), b) the public revenues (xcri £x TSV Srjuoatov), and c) the tribute 
25 See e. g. the persistence into the Hellenistic times of the traditional divivion 
of land into various legal categories: a) Land-lots (xXapot) in private or clan 
ownership: I. Cret. I.xvi 17 II. 16,20; PETROPOULOU 1991, 52-53 no E 6 II. 
10,15; cf. GscHNlTZER 1976, 80 with note 175. b) Land cultivated by private 
slaves (dcpa^iai): S E G X X V I 1049 I. 72; cf. VAN EFFENTERRE-BOUGRAT, 1969, 
3 9 - 4 1 ; G s c H N l T Z E R 1976, 7 6 - 7 7 ; cf. A U D R I N G 1989, 9 5 - 9 6 . c) Pub l i c land 
cultivated by a dependent population paying tribute (oExc-rijia): I. Cret. I.xvi 
17 II. 16 ,20 ; P E T R O P O U L O U 1991, 5 2 - 5 3 no E 6 II. 10,15 (notice the distinction 
between xXapo? and otxet^ia in these texts). 
26 Arist., Pol. II 10,8, 1272 a 17-19 ed. Ross: omo navcuv ykp x£>v y ' vop ivuv 
xapitSv XE xal Poaxi)p.axuv < x a l > ix. x5v ST)(J.OO!&)V xal EX x5v <popo>v oft? 
(ptpouaiv ot rtepioixot, XEXCOCXOU (iipo? x6 JAEV jtpo? xou? 0sou<; xal xa<; xotvotc; 
Xeixoupyla?, x6 hi TOI? aoaatxioK;. On the problems related to the mss. tradti-
on of this passage see below. 
27 S E G X X V I I 631 B 11-13; see the discussion of JEFFERY-MORPURGO-DAVIS 
1970, 125, 144; but BEATTIE 1975, 40 -41 has argued that this contribution was 
paid on the day of the scribe's admission to the andreion. 
28 The mss. give (with several variations) the text &nb wdvxuv y°tp x<3v ytvoiiiveov 
xapitwv XE xal PoaxTjuaxwv EX XUV Jrjuocrtcov xal tpopuv xxX. On the various 
emendations proposed see PANAGOPOULOS 1987, 77-78 and below. T h e frag-
ment of Dosiadas on the syssitia of Lyttos (FgrHist 458 F 2) cannot be discussed 
here, since it is not relevant to the specific question of communal ownership of 
livestock. On this fragment see the bibliography in note 15. 
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of the serfs (xai (popwv oOc. (p£pouaiv o\ xeptotxoi). Th is version is followed by 
several historians of Crete.29 
According to a slightly emendated version the syssitia were financed "from 
the whole of the agricultural produce and the livestock raised on public land" 
(dbt6 Jtdvtwv yap ™ v Y t v o ^ v u v xapxOv xe xai poaxT)(xdxwv Ix x£5v 5T)-
(iocr{.o)v).30 T h e scholars who accept this emendation often suppose that the 
livestock raised on public land was in communal ownership.31 Th is is, how-
ever, not neccessary, since there is nothing uncommon in the grazing of private 
cattle and sheep on public pasture.32 L . H . J E F F E R Y and A . M O R P U R G O - D A -
VIS, who also accepted this version, expressed the reasonable assumption that 
the oT)|i6mot were a "public pool" , to which the citizens contributed their 
t ithe,3 3 again, in this case Aristotle's passage would not imply communal 
ownership of livestock. 
T h e communal ownership of cattle and sheep is implied only by the third 
emendation (&7to... poaxT)U.axwv orjiioeritov) accepted by the major i ty of the 
editors,34 who do not seem to realize the consequences this emendation would 
have for the economic history of Crete: Not only would Aristotle attest the 
existence of livestock belonging to the community (5r)[i.6ma poaxVjixaxa), but 
this would also presuppose highly specialized pastoralism, since the herds 
belonging to the community must have been kept either by citizens specialized 
in this sector or by public slaves.35 But have we really any reasons to accept 
this emendation? 
29 See basically the arguments of KlRSTEN 1942, 130-132; the same view has been 
d e f e n d e d r e c e n t l y b y P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , 8 1 a n d L I N K 1 9 9 1 , 1 1 9 - 1 2 1 . C f . 
ROLFES 1922, 66 („von dem ganzen Eingang aus Friichten und Herden und von 
den Staatseinnahmen"). 
3 0 S U S E H M H , 1 8 7 9 , a d l o c ; N E W M A N 1 8 8 7 , I I , 3 5 3 ; A U B O N N E T 1 9 6 0 , a d l o c ; D R E I -
ZEHNTER 1970, ad loc. Cf. J o w E T T 1921, ad loc; SIEGFRIED 1967, 100 („vom 
Gesamtertrag an Friichten und Vieh, der auf den staatlichen Landereien erzielt 
w i r d " ) ; L O R D 1 9 8 4 , 7 9 ; T A L A M O 1 9 8 7 , 9 , 1 6 - 1 9 ; E V E R S O N 1 9 8 8 , 4 5 ; S c H U T R U M P F 
1991, 41 („vom Staatsland, von alien seinen Feldertragen und dem [dort weide-
nen] Vieh"). 
31 SUSEHMIL 1879, ad loc. („von dem gesammten Ertrag an Vieh und Feldfrucht 
aus dem Gemeindeland"); AUBONNET 1960, ad loc. (<du cheptel appartenent 
a l'etat>); ScHMTTT PANTEL 1992,66. 
3 2 L I N K 1 9 9 1 , 1 0 7 - 1 0 8 , 1 1 5 . 
3 3 J E F F E R Y - M O R P U R G O - D A V I E S 1 9 7 0 , 1 5 1 - 1 5 2 w i t h n o t e 4 3 ; c f . I S A G E R - S K Y D S -
QAARD 1992, 139. 
3 4 I M M I S C H 1 9 2 9 , ad l o c ; R O S S 1 9 5 7 , a d l o c ; R A C K H A M 1 9 7 7 , a d l o c ; P A N A G O -
P O U L O S 1 9 8 7 , 7 7 . C f . W I L L E T T S 1 9 5 5 , 2 0 n o t e 4 , 2 6 ; L A T T E 1 9 6 8 , 2 9 9 ; G l G O N 
1 9 7 3 , 9 6 ; L A V R E N C I C 1 9 8 8 , 151 . 
35 On public slavery in Doric Crete see GsCHNlTZER 1976, 75-80; VAN EFFENTERRE 
1 9 8 2 , 4 2 - 4 4 . 
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First of all, any further evidence for large scale public ownership of herds in 
ancient Crete is lacking; the ownership of herds by the sanctuary of Diktynna 
in West Crete in the early imperial period is another matter.36 H. and M. VAN 
E F F E N T E R R E have discussed an archaic inscription from Lyttos37 in connec-
tion wit h collective ownership of flocks. This enigmatic decree of the Lyttians 
pertains to the limitation of an area devoted to the "putting together and 
separating" of the livestock: "The Lyttians decided that the following bound-
aries shall be valid for the joining and separating (into herds?) of the sheep 
and the large cattle and the swine" .38 The French scholars suspected that this 
regulation reflects an important social development known from other parts of 
archaic Greece: The local aristocracy had concentrated the land in its hands; 
not being able to cultivate their land, the landowners intensified the animal 
grazing, employed aliens as their shepherds, and devoted large parts of their 
land to pasture. The mass of the citizens reacted against this development, 
in other parts of Greece by demanding the abolition of debts and the redistri-
bution of land, on Crete by prohibiting the immigration of foreigners,39 who 
would be employed by the rich Lyttians as shepherds, and by restoring the 
collective ownership of livestock (xotvawvla).40 After the livestock had been 
put together (xoivawvta), the various species (sheep, large cattle, pigs), which 
needed different pasture land, were separated again (ativxpim?). 
However, the French scholars were not able to provide any cogent arguments 
for this interpretation, which has been rejected by S. L I N K and R. K O E R N E R . 4 1 
S. L I N K assumed that the decree made allowance for the interests of the small 
owners of livestock, who could not afford a herdsman for their small herds; 
they built up together large herds, in order to make the employment of a 
herdsman worth while. The essential aim of the decree was the limitation 
of the public pasture and not the formation of a collective ownership of live-
stock.42 According to the similar view of R . K O E R N E R this document regu-
lates the grazing owned by individual citizens on public pasture; the Lyttians 
36 I. Cret. II,xi 3 (A .D . 6). Of course, one should not exclude the possibiliy that 
the public slaves were herdsmen of cattle owned by the community, but this 
cannot be proven. On the ownership of livestock by sanctuaries see now ISAGER 
1992. 
37 S E G X X X V 991 B (ca. 500 B . C . ) = K O E R N E R 1993, 330-332 no 88. 
38 B 1-4: eVotSe Awxtloim ta<; xoi /vawvla? xcd ta(<;) auvxpiaioi; x[Sv n/poP]dtt6>v 
xccl TSV xapTouitoSuv xocl / tav \33v 8pov fjnEv TOVSE. 
39 This is attested by a decree written on the other side of the same stone: S E G 
X X X V 991 A = KOERNER 1993, 327-330 no 87. However, we have no reason 
to assume that the two decrees belong to the same historical context. 
40 V A N E F F E N T E R R E - V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1985, 1 8 4 - 1 8 5 . 
41 L I N K 1991, 1 1 7 - 1 1 8 ; K O E R N E R 1993, 3 3 1 - 3 3 2 . 
42 L I N K 1991, 1 1 7 - 1 1 8 . 
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were concerned that this should happen in an orderly way, without damages 
for the arable land and the animals.43 
There are further reasons for rejecting the interpretation of the French schol-
ars. The Lyttian text leaves no doubt that it describes an action that had to be 
performed periodically in a certain limited area. It is precicely this periodicity 
that makes V A N E F F E N T E R R E ' s theory about the restoration of the collective 
ownership of livestock improbable. On the contrary, the procedure assumed by 
L I N K and K O E R N E R is well known in rural Greece and Crete of modern times. 
On the island of Skyros the individual owners of sheep put their herds under 
the charge of employed shepherds, who are responsible for leading them to 
pasture.44 Gains and losses are shared by the owners. In modern Crete there 
are five distinct ways of "joining" and grazing livestock (called xd xotvidxo 
{ xoiv6s, the partners are called xoiviaxa56poi):45 a) According to the most 
common type of contract (xuptox; xoivtdxo or ou[i.u.imax6 ( auv fju-iau) two 
or more owners contribute an equal number of animals (sheep and goats) to 
build a common herd; they carry the cost jointly and share the profit. In 
some cases one of the owners undertakes the grazing, being paid for his work 
either in kind or in money, b) In the practice called ctjtoxotjndpixo xoivtdxo the 
livestock of one or more owners is given to a shepherd who owns no animals; 
the shepherd is obliged to graze the animals for 4-5 years; he bears half of 
the costs for grazing and has a claim on half of the produce of the animals 
entrusted to him (meat, milk, wool, newborn animals), c) According to a type 
of agreement called £exaPT£ l O T 0 xotvidxo the owner of animals gives them to 
a shepherd (ouCeuxfjc. { ouv + £etiYvupLi), who is obliged to pay to the owner 
an amount equal to the value of these animals; the shepherd finances this 
payment from the produce of the animals entrusted to him; after he had paid 
their value off (usually within a period of 2 -3 years), the shepherd keeps half of 
the animals, d) In the eparchy of Apokoronas (West Crete) the practice called 
xecpaXi07tup«xa or moepoxffaXa ("fire"-or "iron-headed" sheep) is attested: 
A shepherd grazes animals owned by another person for a certain period of 
time; he receives an annual payment and at the end of the agreed period 
of time he has to return to the owner animals of equal number and age as 
the ones which had been entrusted to him. e) According to a practice called 
ua£ouXo0tutJuo-iaxo (u.a£otiXi ( Turkish mahsul = income, auu.u.tmaxo ( a\3v 
+ fyxtau) in the eparchy of Rhethymnon several owners build a joint herd 
and share the costs and the gains. Although unequivocal evidence for the 
pooling together into collective transhumant herds of the small flocks owned 
4 3 K O E R N E R 1 9 9 3 , 3 3 2 . 
44 I owe the information about this practice on Skyros to the anthropologist Marina 
Reizaki (Heidelberg). 
4 5 See the detailed description of M A V R A K A K I S 1 9 8 5 , 8 2 - 8 5 ; cf. C H A L K I O P O U L O S 
1903, 134 (on Sitia). 
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by individual farmers in ancient Greece is still lacking,46 the inscription from 
Lyttos may reflect a practice analogous to those attested in modern Crete. 
T h e animals (sheep, swine, cattle) were collected to a limited area; perhaps 
the different species were collected there in different seasons.47 Probably they 
were not kept there for a seasonal stay,48 but they were "separated" into herds 
and led to other areas for pasture. At the end of the season the animals were 
returned to their owners. 
A treaty between Gortyn and Rhizenia (Prinias?, late 5th c.) cannot offer 
conclusive evidence for the communal ownership of livestock either. In this 
treaty the Gortynians imposed upon the dependent community of the Rhizeni-
ans the duty of contributing every two years animals in value of 350 stateres 
for the sacrifice offered to Zeus Idaios.49 However, this does not necessarily 
mean that the numerous animals (sheep or oxen) contributed by the Rhizeni-
ans were communal property; it is equally reasonable to assume that the 
community bought these sacrificial animals from its citizens.50 
Since the archaic Lyttian inscription and the treaty between Gortyn and 
Rhizenia cannot be brought in connection with a collective ownership of live-
stock, there remains no other evidence for communal ownership of animals 
than the corrupt passage of Aristotle. Therefore, in view of the abundant 
evidence for the private ownership of livestock in the Cretan legal sources 
it is reasonable to assume that this passage has nothing to do with collec-
tive ownership of livestock. The philosopher probably differentiated between 
the produce of sheep and cattle in private ownership {&%b... (3oaxr)naT«v) 
46 HODKINSON 1988, 56; but the synnoma recorded from Rhodes may suggest 
common possession of pasturage (HODKINSON 1988, 36) or cooperation in the 
grazing of livestock. 
47 The pigs e. g. could most profitably be taken into the woods in autumn (cf. 
HALSTEAD 1981, 323), whereas the ovicarpids are lead to their summer quarters 
late in autumn or early in winter. 
48 Perhaps only the swine, which could not have followed the sheep and the cattle 
in a movement involving considerable distance (VAN EFFENTERHE-VAN EFFEN-
TERBJE 1985, 183-184), were kept there; cf. the previous note. 
49 Staatsvertrage II 216 II. 1-2; for a discussion see GscHNITZER 1958, 39-43, esp. 
42, cf. 173 n o t e 25; V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1993, esp . 15. 
50 On the prevalence of sheep among sacrificial animals see JAMESON 1988, 99-103; 
if we take the prices for sacrificial sheep in classical Athens as a basis (JAMESON 
1988, ca. 10 drachmae), we may assume that the Rhizenians had to contribute 
at least 70 sheep; of course this calculation has a very questionable indicative 
value. For large sacrifices offered to Zeus in Crete cf. I. Cret. II, v 1 I. 12-13 
(mention of an inaxo^a. d ixeYotX-a, Axos, 6th a ) ; SEG XXII I 566 = L S C G 145 
I. 16 (sacrifice of 100 oxen to Zeus Agoraios, Axos, 4th c ) ; Staatsvertrage II 
148 B 9-10 (sacrifice of 60 rams to Zeus Machaneus in Knossos, 5th c. B.C.). 
On the purchase of sacrificial animals in classical Greece see GRASSL 1985. 
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and other public revenues ((xcu) ix TUV or)u.oai<>>v, sc. 7tpoa68av rather than 
SouXtov).51 
T h e Cretan legal sources attest only the private ownership of sheep and 
cattle. In the early classical period the legal inscriptions of Gortyn5 2 concern 
themselves with subjects such as the damage done to animals, the pledging 
of animals, the inheritance of sheep and cattle. In all these cases the legal 
texts consider animals in private ownership only (including the cattle owned 
by serfs). Th is holds true also for an Hellenistic law of Knossos which reg-
ulates the sale of domestic animals.53 J^one of the numerous Cretan legal 
inscriptions (laws, decrees, and treaties) referring to the problems related to 
pastoral economy (like the damage done by sheep and goats to the agricultural 
production,54 the wounding of animals,55 animal-theft (§3.4.4), the grazing 
of flocks on sacred land (§3.4.1), and the crossing of the boundaries of the 
neighbouring city-states by herdsmen (§3.4.3) makes the slightest allusion to 
a collective ownership of animals. 
2.3. Wool-weaving and leather-working in the subsistence 
economy of Dorian Crete 
Beside the part the breeding of livestock played for the support of the syssitia 
(through the production of meat, milk, fat, cheese and other milk-products),56 
pastoral economy was indirectly related to two "industrial" activities, wool-
weaving and leather-working. The question arises as to how "industrial" activ-
ities fit into the system of subsistence economy known from Crete. 
Wool-weaving took a central position among the "industrial" activities 
known from the palatial economy of pre-Dorian Crete.57 In post-Minoan 
times it is known only as one of the main occupations of women.58. This 
51 Cf. above, note 29. 
52 I. Cret. IV 41 I—II = KoERNER 1993, no 127 (with commentary); I. Cret. IV 72 
col. IV 35-36, V 39 = K O E R N E R 1993, no 169 (Gortyn, ca. 450). 
53 I. Cret. I.viii 5 (3d a ) . 
54 I. Cret. IV 41 I—II = KOERNER 1993, no 127 (Gortyn, early 5th a ) . Cf. below, 
3.4.1. 
55 I. Cret. I, viii 5 B 1-3 (Knossos, 3d c ) . 
56 On Cretan cheese: Athen. 14,658 d; I. Cret. Il.xi 3 I. 39; IV 65 I. 13; IV 143 I. 
5 (Gortyn); Anth. Gr. 9,744. Milk: I. Cret. I.xvii 18 I. 12 (in a medical recipe, 
recorded in an inscription at the Asklepieion of Lebena, 1st c. B.C.); cf. Anth. 
Gr. 9,744. According to Byzantine historians the Arabs regarded Crete as "the 
land, where milk and honey flow in abundance" (yij p£ouo-a piXi xai yAXo.): 
Theoph. Cont. 74,21-22 Bonn (CSHB); Kedrinos II 92,14-15 Bonn; Zonaras 
III 398,5 Dindorf. Fat: I. Cret. I.xvii 18 I. 12 (<rc£ap xpohfiov). 
57 On wool-weaving in the Linear-B tablets: e. g. KlLLEN 1964; 1966; 1972; cf. 
CHERRY 1988, 25-26; HILLER 1992,35-38. 
58 On Cretan wool-weaving in general cf. SANDERS 1982, 32. 
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can be inferred from legal texts referring to the items woven by women or 
to weaving implements,89 epigrams,60 grave monuments,61 and loom-weights 
inscribed with the names of women.62 The Cretan wool-"industry" was fa-
voured by the abundant presence of dye-plants (e. g. crocus, phycus63) and 
purple-shells near the Cretan coasts.64 In classical and Hellenistic Crete wool-
weaving basically covered the needs of the household and was not — at least 
not primarily — intended for sale or export. There is no evidence for the 
export of wool-products to other parts of Greece before Roman times.65 The 
clauses of the great legal inscription of Gortyn (ca. 450 B.C. ) pertaining to 
divorce and inheritance confirm the assumption that the products of this ac-
t ivity remained in the household. T h e relevant clauses66 provide that the 
divorced woman and the childless widow received "half of whatever she has 
woven"; similarly, if a wife died childless "half of whatever she has woven'^ was 
to be returned to her heirs. The law says nothing about an income deriving 
from the weaving activity of the women, although it takes into consideration 
the income women might have attained from their other property (land and 
livestock). T h e textile production was obviously not ment for trade. Since 
the annual need of wool for clothing probably did not excede 2 -3 kg per per-
son, i. e. an amount of wool which could be produced by 4 -5 sheep,67 the 
59 I. Cret. IV 72 col. II 50-51, III 25-26, 34-35 (Gortyn, ca. 450); cf. WlLLETTS 
1967, 20,29,60-62; KoERNER 1993, 475; I. Cret. IV 53 B 3-5 (Gortyn, early 
5th c ) ; cf. BILE 1988, 98 note 102; I. Cret. IV 75 B 4-5 (Gortyn, 5th c ) ; cf. 
KoERNER 1993, 424. 
60 Anth. Gr. 6,289. 
61 On the representation of weaving implements in funerary monuments of Cretan 
women see e. g. LEBESSI 1976, 86-90 (Prinias, 7th a ) ; DAVARAS 1960, 463-464 
(Lyttos, Hell. ); SEG X X V I I 633 (Milatos, imp.); KRITZAS 1990a, 15 no 9 (=1. 
Cret. I,vi 3, Biannos, Hell. ). 
62 Some examples are cited by CHANIOTIS 1989, 76 note 13 and p. 79 (Tilo); add 
LEVI 1966, 586 (Vibia, Tharo?, Thina?); I. Cret. Ill.i 5 (Philion?). See also 
CHANIOTIS 1992b, 320-321. 
63 Theophr., hist, plant. 4,6,5; Diosc, mat. med. 4,99 ed. Wellmann; Plin., n. h. 
13, 136; MURRAY-WARREN 1976,49. 
64 Staatsvertage III 553 A 6 (Stalai, 3d c ) ; Herodotus 4,151; Plin., n. h. 32, 66; 
Sol. 11,12. Cf. in general VAN EFFENTERRE 1948, 110; MURRAY-WARREN 1976, 
49; REESE 1987. For a Hellenistic establishment for the dyeing and weaving of 
wool at Kolonna (Lassithi, 3rd c.) see WATROUS 1982, 22. 
65 The mention of a typical xprjiixov loQr)y.a (Poll., Onom. 7,77, II p. 73,27-28 
Bethe) and a Cretan (xavSur) (Poll., Onom. 7,60, II p. 69,3-6 Bethe) prove the 
knowledge other Greeks had of these products, but do not necessarily attest 
exports. 
66 I. Cret. IV 72 col. II 45-54, col III 24-30, 31-37. Cf. the commentaries of 
WlLLETTS 1967, 20, 29, 60-62 and KoERNER 1993, 475. 
67 On these calculation cf. HALSTEAD 1981, 327-329. 
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wool-weaving practiced in the household does not neccessarily presuppose a 
specialized pastoralism. 
Leather-working, the other handicraft directly related to cattle breeding, 
differs in an essential way from wool-weaving.68 Contrary to wool-weaving 
practiced in the individual household, leather-working seems to have been 
a specialized handicraft of vital importance for military purposes (e. g. the 
manufacture of armour). We learn about this activity from a glosse of Pollux 
mentioning a special kind of Cretan (leather) shoes (67trjTioc)69 and from two 
very fragmentary archaic inscriptions from Eleutherna, the one referring to 
the "makers of garments of skin" (aicruponoiot) and making arrangements 
for their payment,70 the other to "a worker of leather" (axvxe6<;).71 It is 
not clear, whether these decrees concern themselves with foreign artisans, 
who were given certain privileges in order to excercise their handicraft in 
Eleutherna,72 or with local artisans (possibly of inferior legal status). It is 
nevertheless evident that both decrees concern specialized artisans, since a 
specialized terminology was used to designate them. Further it is certain that 
their work was of benefit for the whole community; the sisyropoioi were indeed 
employed by the city of Eleutherna; also the work of the skyteus was proba-
bly of importance for the manufacture of armours.73 Of course, this scanty 
evidence for leather-working as a specialized skill in archaic Crete does not 
imply the existence of a manufacture, the products of which were intended for 
trade; on the contrary, the documentary sources lead to the conclusion that 
this handicraft was primarily ment to cover the military needs of the Cretan 
communities. Th is sector, too, is therefore to be seen in the framework of the 
subsistence economy of the Dorian communities. 
3. Specialized pastoralism in Dorian Crete 
3.1. The problem 
The evidence presented so far shows that animal husbandry occupied an im-
portant place in the economy of Dorian Crete; of course we lack any quanti-
tative evidence as to its relative importance, i. e. in relation to other branches 
68 On leather-working in Minoan Crete see the short remarks of DAVARAS 1976, 
181. 
69 Poll. Onom. 7,83, II p. 75,13-18 Bethe; cf. 10,141, II p. 232,12-14. 
70 I. Cret. H.xii 9 (6th/5th c ) ; cf. the commentary of KOERNER 1993, 361. On 
the meaning of the term see BlLE 1988, 175 note 94. 
71 V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1991C , 2 2 - 2 3 E 2 A 3 (arch.) ; V A N E F F E N T E R R E reads CTXUTEOI 
(plural of x6 axuxoi;), but I suggest reading [xo]v axutect. 
72 On the status of such artisans in archaic Crete see VAN EFFENTERRE 1979. 
73 The word SrcXov or one of its derivatives can be read in I. 5 of the decree 
concerning the OXUTEOI;: [ -]TAIIIAPOIIA[-] . 
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of economy. Equally important is the question as to whether the breeding of 
livestock was practiced in a mixed form with agriculture or took the form of 
specialized pastoralism (including transhumance).74 
The scanty epigraphic evidence of the archaic and classical period suffices 
only to show that the breeding of sheep, cattle, and pigs was practiced in 
close relation to farming, a phenomenon familiar from ancient subsistence 
economies.75 For instance, the regulations of inheritance in the great legal 
inscription of Gortyn (ca. 450 B.C.) take for granted that a household included 
among other things (agricultural implements, clothing et sim.) small and large 
livestock,76 which could also be owned by unfree persons. Small herds of a 
few animals representing various species (sheep, goats, swine, cows, oxen etc.) 
could easily be kept in farmsteds or even in settlements, as the archaeological 
evidence seems to imply.77 
Specialized pastoralism as well as transhumance presuppose the existence 
of large flocks,78 and this condition was not necessarily fulfilled by the Greek 
cities. Recent research has made plausible that small size herds prevailed in 
ancient Greece;79 the importance the raising of stock had for ancient diet 
was also limited, as about 2/3 of the daily food energy requirement were 
covered by the annual cereal crop.80 We should not take for granted that 
Crete was an exception, especially as direct evidence for large-scale breeding 
of livestock is lacking. Except for some indirect evidence of the archaic and 
classical times (§3.3.1) it is basically in the Hellenistic age that we recognize 
specialized pastoralism. For this task we may rely on two criteria: a) the 
seasonal movement of herds (transhumance); b) the presence of specialized 
shepherds and breeders of livestock.81 
74 On the necessity of differentiating between animal husbandry and pastoralism 
see WHITTAKER 1988, 1; on the conditions for the development of specialized 
pastoralism ibid., 3-4; cf. H A L S T E A D 1987, 79-81; CHERRY 1988, 7-8,17. 
75 In general see HoDKINSON 1988, 38-51; cf. the critical remarks of SKYDSGAARD 
1988, 76-84. 
76 I. Cret. IV 72 col. IV 31-37 = K O E R N E R 1992, no 169: "And the case (the 
father) should die, the city houses and whatever there is in those houses in 
which a serf living in the country does not reside, and the livestock, small and 
large, which do not belong to a serf, shall belong to the sons" (translated by 
WlLLETTS 1967, 218). Cf. col. 39-44; I. Cret. IV 75 B 7 = KOERNER 1992, no 
147 (Gotyn, 5th c ) . 
77 E . g. H A G G I S - N O W I C K I 1993, 327-328. 
7 8 H A L S T E A D 1 9 8 7 , 7 9 
79 H O D K I N S O N 1988, 62-63. 
8 0 F O X H A L L - F O R B E S 1 9 8 2 . 
81 On these criteria cf. HODKINSON 1988, 50-51, 55-56; SKYDSGAARD 1988, 75-76; 
CHERRY 1988, 8 (on prehistoric Greece). 
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Large herds require a large amount of grazing land in contrasting climatic 
zones. Pasture can sometimes only be found at some distance from the settle-
ment. Consequently, the seasonal movement of the flocks from the mountain 
pastures to the winter quarters of the coastal plains and vice versa (transhu-
mance) is necessary. Th i s task can only be undertaken by specialized shep-
herds, who must be taken from other productive activities and be devoted 
to the grazing of the livestock. T h e status of such herdsmen may be very 
different, e. g. serfs, slaves or just the family's youngster.82 
Whereas for the second criterium (specialized shepherds) we have no other 
information than a few and not very reliable literary sources (anecdotes, dedi-
cations, Hellenistic epigrams), for the first criterium (transhumance) we have 
to our disposal the rich documentary material of the Hellenistic age, especially 
treaties between Cretan cities. These sources document spezialized pastoral-
ism in certain areas and indicate to some extent under what conditions (rising 
populat ion, social pressure) this phenomenon appeared. 
3.2. Transhumance on Crete: The geographical factor and the 
modern experience 
T h e term "transhumance" is used in the historical and geographical research 
with a variety of meanings which correspond to the wide variety of practices 
related to the seasonal movement of people and livestock.83 In the case of 
modern Crete the term usually designates the seasonal movement of individual 
shepherds (not whole households), living mostly in the mountainous villages 
of the island (400-700 m above the sea-level), to winter quarters situated in 
the coastal plains (xEt(xa5ta) or to summer pastures of the upland plains. 
Crete is a "mountain in the sea" ,84 with 55% of its surface being highlands 
(400-2.456 m above the sea-level);85 the few but fertile plains do not cover 
more than 3,6% o f the surface (ca. 300 km 2 ) . W h a t is more significant is, 
however, the fact that many regions are not suitable for a manifold economic 
activity throughout the whole year; the summer is in some areas extremely 
hot, with almost no rainfall in J u l y and August; other regions, especially 
the mounta inous areas of Psiloritis (Mt . Ida) and the Wh i te Mountains of 
82 Cf. R O B E R T 1949a; A U D R I N G 1 9 8 5 ; H O D K I N S O N 1 9 8 8 , 55; I S A G E R - S K Y D S G A A R D 
1 9 9 2 , 1 0 0 - 1 0 1 . 
83 On "transhumance" and its various forms in general see e. g. GEORGOUDI 1974, 
155-160; HALSTEAD 1 9 8 7 , 7 9 - 8 1 ; HODKINSON 1 9 8 8 , 51-58; GARNSEY 1 9 8 8 , 
198-203; ISAGER-SKYDSGAARD 1992, 99-101. 
84 M A T T O N 1 9 5 7 , p. 1 3 . On the importance of the mountains for the Cretan 
economy and society see CHANIOTIS 1991 and 1993. 
85 ALLBAUGH 1953, 42, 471 pi. A8. 
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West Crete, which offer excellent pasture in the summer, are inadequate for 
habitation and agricultural activity in the winter.86 
These geographical conditions favour the seasonal moving of the livestock 
(especially sheep ang goats). Only the technological developments o f recent 
times (construction of roads, new possibilities for the transportation and the 
storage of food, irrigation etc.) have brought significant changes to Cretan 
pastoral economy. T h e transhumant character of the breeding of sheep in 
modern Crete is a well known phenomenon.87 In order to keep their live-
stock (most ly sheep, but also goats) the Cretan herdsmen need from March 
to September (in some regions until December)88 pasture on the mountains 
(called u-ccodpsc. in West Crete); each owner of livestock receives a parcel of the 
communal pasture, on which one or more stone-huts ([XixctTa), huts (xaxouvec,), 
and grottos offer shelter to him and his animals. The shepherd spends at his 
mitato the summer and autumn months, in general without his family. In 
the rest o f the year ( from September/December until the spring bathing of 
the sheep in the sea) the herds are kept at the warm coastal plains (xeipaoid) 
or on the small islets near the Cretan coasts (rotuSoc,, TauSoitouXa, ©ootopou, 
Tpau-Pouaa, ' AypioYpajjipouaa, rcuooupovfjai, N t i a e t a ) . T h e main problems 
of transhumance in modern Crete are the limited water resources and the 
notorious CwoxXorc^, the animal-theft, which sometimes takes the form of 
organized raids.89 
Since these geographical conditions have not changed since the ancient 
times, one logically expects that the ancient Cretans must have responded 
to the problems imposed upon them by their environment with similar prac-
tices.90 But things are not as simple as that; except for the fact that we cannot 
86 See e. g . W A G S T A F F 1972, 2 7 6 - 2 8 0 a n d R A C K H A M 1972, 284 on t h e region of 
Ierapetra (the ancient Hierapytna); NDCON-MOODY-RACKHAM 1988, 167-170 on 
Sphakia (West Crete); HAYDEN-MOODY-RACKHAM 1992, 307-315 on Vrokastro 
(East Crete). 
87 An informative description is given by MAVRAKAKIS 1985, 46-81 (especially on 
West Crete); cf. FAURE 1964, 24-25, 46-47, 217-220; Harzfeld 1985; NlXON-
MoODY-PRICE-RACKHAM 1989, 212-213. On the vocabulary of the modern 
Cretan transhumance see XANTHUDIDIS 1918. Many Cretan folk-songs reflect 
the life of transhumant shepherds: see e. g. APOSTOLAKIS 1993, 475-489. 
88 Cf. the ancient sources on the duration of transhumance: GEORGOUDI 1974, 
167-169. 
89 FAURE 1964, 218; HERZFELD 1985, passim, esp. 3-4, 9-11, 20-33, 38-50, 163-
205. Animal-theft is also a common motif of the Cretan folk-songs: e. g. APO-
STOLAKIS 1993, nos 703-705, 707, 710-711, 715-716, 728. 
90 This has been often assumed: cf. the bibliography cited by CHERRY 1988, 13-
14. See however the critical remarks of HALSTEAD 1987, 77-79 against the 
uncritical use of traditional practices as analogies for antiquity; CHERRY 1988, 
14-17 shows the problems of this environmentally determined view of ancient 
pastoralism; cf. HoDKINSON 1988, 38, 50-51; GARNSEY 1988, 203-204. 
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t a k e for granted tha t de fores ta t ion , which has p r o v i d e d the C r e t a n pastora l 
e c o n o m y w i t h large pastures on the m o u n t a i n s , had occured in ana logous di -
m e n s i o n s a l ready in ancient Cre te , 9 1 there is a m a j o r dif ference between the 
po l i t i ca l geography of the i s land in the D o r i a n per iod and in m o d e r n t imes : 
F r o m the R o m a n conquest o n w a r d s Crete a l w a y s cons t i tu ted a po l i t ica l and 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e un i t y ; 9 2 in t he archa ic , classical, and Hel len is t ic t imes i t d id 
n o t . For the classical and Hel lenist ic per iod we k n o w o f a t least 57 independent 
s ta tes . 9 3 T h e subs is tence o f these numerous s m a l l c o m m u n i t i e s d e p e n d e d on 
t h e poss ib i l i t ies o f deve lop ing a var i e ty of e c o n o m i c ac t i v i t i es (espec ia l l y f a r m -
ing a n d a n i m a l h u s b a n d r y ) ; for these the C r e t a n c o m m u n i t i e s d i d no t need so 
m u c h an ex tens ive terr i tory , as a te r r i to ry w i t h a v a r i a t y o f soi ls , a d e q u a t e for 
d iverse act iv i t ies in the var ious seasons .9 4 C r e t e offers th i s v a r i e t y o f so i ls a n d 
91 O n the importance of deforestation for large-scale pastoralism cf. HALSTEAD 
1 9 8 1 , 3 2 5 ; C H E R R Y 1 9 8 8 , 1 5 ; H i d k i n s o n 1 9 8 8 , 5 4 ; S K Y D S G A A R D 1 9 8 8 , 7 6 ; G A R N -
SEY 1988, 205-206. On the literary and epigraphic evidence for forests in ancient 
Crete see CHANIOTIS 1991. 
92 O n the importance of this factor in Cretan history (esp. in the t ime of the Linear-
B texts) see BENNET 1990. For the significance of political structures (esp. of 
political unity) for the practice of transhumance see GEORGOUDI 1974, 172; 
C H E R R Y 1 9 8 8 , 1 6 ; H O D K I N S O N 1 9 8 8 , 5 6 - 5 7 ; S K Y D S G A A R D 1 9 8 8 , 8 0 ; G A R N S E Y 
1988, 204. 
93 T h e lists of P . FAURE (1959; 1960; 1963; 1965a; 1993) have to be revised; this 
revision cannot be undertaken here. Taking into consideration the distinctive 
features of sovereignty (citizenship, the issue of coins, the signing of treaties) I 
regard as certain the existence of the following sovereign states in the classical 
and Hellenistic times: the city-states of Allaria, Anopol is , Apol lonia , Aptera , 
Aradena, Ariaioi, Axos, Biannos, Bionnos, Chersonesos, Diatonion, Dragmos, 
Dreros, Efeuthema, Eltynia, Elyros, Eronos, Gor tyn , Herakleion, Hierapytna, 
Hyxta (?), Hyrtakina, Istron, Itanos, Keraia, Knossos, Kourtol ia , Kydon ia , Lap-
pa, Lato, Lisos, Lyttos, Mal la , Maroneia, Matalon, Milatos, Modaioi , Olus, Pe-
tra, Phaistos, Phalanna, Phalasarna, Polichna, Polyrhenia, Praisos, Priansos, 
Rhaukos, Rh i thymna, Rhizenia, Setaia, Sisai, Stalai, Sybrita, Tanos, Tarrha, 
Tyl isos, the tribal state of the Arcadians, and the confederation of the Oreioi. 
T h e testimonia for these states are to be found in FAURE'S articles cited abo-
ve. Some of the above states lost their independence or were destroyed in the 
course of the classical and Hellenistic period (e. g. Apol lonia , Dragmos, Dreros, 
Eltynia, Istron, Matalon, Milatos, Phaistos, Praisos, Rhaukos, Rhizenia, Setaia, 
and Stalai). T h e number of Cretan city-states was, however, certainly greater, 
since at least some of the settlements which had the status of a dependent com-
munity in the classical and Hellenistic period were originally independent cities 
which lost their sovereignty in consequence of war, synoikismos or sympol i ty 
(e. g. Acharna, Ampelos , Datala , Hydramia, Inatos, Kantanos, Katre , Kisamos, 
Larisa, Lasaia, Lebena, Lykastos, Oleros, Osmida , Pelkis or Pelkin, Pergamon, 
Poilrilasion, Rhyt ion, Syrinthos, and Tegea). 
94 Cf . the remarks of VAN EFFENTERRE 1991a, 403-404. T h e French survey of the 
region of Mall ia has demonstrated the diversity of the economic activities in 
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climatic conditions, and this is probably the reason the island was regarded 
as extremely fertily in spite of its mountainous character. But the political 
fragmentation into numerous small states („Klein-" t „Kleinst-", and „Zwerg-
staaten" to use E. K I R S T E N ' S expressions) and consequently the geographical 
fragmentation undermined the advantages offered by the geomorphology. The 
numerous communities did not participate in a unified economic system; their 
concern for their subsistence led inevitably to conflicts. 
The extensive breeding of sheep offers an excellent example of how this frag-
mentation affected the Cretan economy. Extensive pastoralism presupposes 
that a community has adequate upland pasture as well as winter quarters 
near the coast or on small islets. Most cities could not fulfill this condition; 
in this case they had to use the territories of neighbouring cities (on the basis 
of treaties). Transhumance ment in ancient Crete the constant crossing of 
innumerable borderlines, and this could easily lead to conflicts, e. g. about 
the division of the pasture and the export of goods, because of animal-theft 
or damages done to arable land. These problems could even cause wars.96 
More often they were the object of interstate agreements. Indeed, we have 
a great number of Hellenistic treaties between Cretan cities which include 
clauses about the pastoral economy, and exactly these clauses offer the best 
evidence for a specialized pastoralism in Crete. 
3.3. Evidence for specialized pastoralism and 
transhumance in Crete 
3.3.1. The archaic and classical periods 
Diogenes Laertios reports that the legendary sage Epimenides from Knossos 
or Phaistos (6th century B.C.?)9 6 was sent by his father to find a lost sheep 
in the rich pasture land of Mt. Ida (on the upland plain of Nioct), fell asleep 
in Zeus' Cave, and woke up 57 years later with the mantic and expiatory 
the various geographical zones: see DE WOLF-PoSTEL-VAN EFFENTERRE 1963, 
42-53; cf. e. g. BlNTUFF 1977, 116-117 (Agiofarango); ROBERTS 1979, 240 
(Knossos) ; ROBERTS 1981, 5 (Knossos) ; WATROUS 1982, 7 - 8 (Lassithi) ; MOODY 
1987, esp. 38-130 (West Crete). C f . RENFREW-WAGSTAFF 1982, 73-180, 245-
290 for Melos. 
See e. g. He l l . O x y . 21,3 w . 480-485 ed. Chambers (18,3 ed. Bartolett i ) . Cf. 
SARTRE 1979, 214-215. 
On the dispute about Epimenides' origin see DEMOULIN 1901, 89-93; cf. CHA-
NIOTIS 1992a, 98 note 346. 
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properties which made him famous in Greece.97 This legend shares common 
elements e. g. with the legendary meeting of the young shepherds Hesiodos 
and Archilochos with the Muses,98 and thus should not necessarily be regard-
ed as a reflection of reality. Nevertheless, it demonstrates that the idea that a 
young shepherd from Knossos or Phaistos grazed his flock in a distant summer 
pasture on Mt . Ida did not seem strange. 
Also the late archaic decree of Lyttos (§2.2) presupposes the existence of 
large herds of sheep, cattle and swine, which could not be kept on the indi-
vidual farmsteads and thus must have participated in a seasonal movement 
(possibly only to a relatively short distance from Lyttos).99 If the contribu-
tion of a large number of sacrificial animals by the Rhizenians, mentioned 
in the treaty between Gortyn and Rhizenia, should be understood as a kind 
of tribute payment, this would imply that a large part of the population of 
Rhizenia occupied itself with pastoralism (above, note 49). Also the tradition 
that the Gortynians used to call themselves 'the cow-men' (KctpTEjivioec.)100 
indicates that pastoralism played an important part in the self-representation 
of a whole community, at least in early times. The name of the city Po-
lyrhenia, meaning 'many sheep' (note 8), provides further evidence on this 
matter. 
Archaeological finds may also help us recognize specialized pastoralism in 
the archaic times. A . L E B E S S I has made plausible that the archaic represen-
tations of ram-bearers on bronze-statuttes and bronze-sheets found in various 
sanctuaries, always on Cretan mountains (sanctuary of Hermes in Simi, Zeus' 
cave on Mt. Ida, cave of Psychro, late 7th c ) , were the dedications of wealthy 
citizens, who derived their wealth from their abundant flocks.101 It has been 
suggested that at least some Minoan "peak sanctuaries", which are distri-
buted in areas of upland pastures and where very large numbers of terracotta 
models representing sheep, cattle, and other animals are found, were closely 
97 Diog. Laert. 1,109: 08x6<; note itz[L<fQc\<; itapot xou icaxpo? ci? &ypbv liA itp6p«xov, 
rijs 68o0 xoctoc ixc<n)(x£pfav ixxXlvai; 6it' 5vxp<|> xm xaxEXOt^0i) fcitxo xal ICEVXIQ-
xovxa EXT). On the identification of this cave with the Idean Cave see DEMOULIN 
1901, 9 5 - 9 9 ; F A U R E 1964, 116 note 1. 
98 MuLLER 1985, 101-110. 
9 9 On transhumant movements to short distances see H O D K I N S O N 1988, 53. 
100 Hesych., s. v. KOCPXE(AV{8E<;- o\ TopxtSvioi; cf. Hesych., s. v. xdtpxrjv xj)v pouv 
Kprjxes; see WiLLETTS 1962, 155 note 57. 
101 L E B E S S I 1989; cf. H O D K I N S O N 1988, 36 (in general). The cult of Apollo Kar-
neios (WiLLETTS 1962, 265-266; cf. N I L S S O N 1906, 123-124) and the festival 
Hyberboia (WiLLETTS 1962, 108-109), attested in Crete, may be also related 
to pastoralism. Cf. also I. Cret. II,xxiii 11 (Polyrhenia, 2nd c.) on the possible 
cult of a heros Boudamon (cf. Hippodamon, explained by M . G U A R D U C C I ad. 
loc. as qui boves dom&t). 
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connected with pastoral economy;102 similarly, the popularity of certain cult 
places on the Cretan mountains in historical times, might be an indication of 
increased pastoral activities.103 For the early period we may also add that 
L . V . W A T R O U S has argued that the LM III c settlement of Karphi may have 
served as a summer quarter of transhumant shepherds.104 
Pastoralism probably left its traces also in Cretan place-names, which prob-
ably go back to this early period. Beside the name of the city Polyrhenia, 
we may note that Ardanitos, probably in the borderland of Hierapytna and 
Praisos (below, note 110), is a place-name closely related to pastoral activities; 
accordning to a gloss of Hesychius dpoocvict designates a water-reservoir used 
for the watering of the sheep and cattle.105 The relation to animal husbandry 
is more problematic in the case of Cretan mountains named after animals, 
since it is not clear if we are dealing with domesticated livestock: e. g. Aiyaiov 
Spoc. ("the mountain of the wild? goats"),106 Titupoc. ("the mountain of the 
billy-goats"),107 and ' T u v Spot; ("the mountain of the pigs or boars?").108 
Unfortunately, for the archaic times we have to content ourselves with these 
sparse and equivocal sources. For the classical period there is a lack of any 
evidence for transhumance and specialized pastoralism (except perhaps for 
the treaty between Gortyn and Rhizenia). 
3.3.2. The Hellenistic period 
The evidence for specialized pastoralism and transhumance becomes rich only 
in the Hellenistic period. To 'some extent this is due only to the fact that 
the Hellenistic age provides us with more sources than the earlier periods of 
Cretan history; but we can not exclude the possibilities that the augmentation 
102 BlNTLIFF 1977, 148-155; cf. HALSTEAD 1981, 331; CHERRY 1988, 11-12. 
103 Cf. §3.5. On cult places on the Cretan mountains see e. g. CHANIOTIS 1988b, 
22 note 4. The use of caves as places of worship on Crete in prehistorical times 
is at least partly connected with pastoral economy: FAURE 1964, esp. 130-139, 
150, cf. 46-47, 217-220. 
104 WATROUS 1977, 3-4; WATROUS 1982, 19-20; but see the remarks of N o w i c K I 
1987, 31. For the difficulties in identifying ancient enclosures for herding purpo-
ses in the archaeological record see MOODY-GROVE 1990, 191; such an enclosure 
has been excavated in Macedonia: EPSTRATIOU 1991. On seasonal settlements 
in prehistoric Crete: BINTLEFF 1977, 116-117; CHERRY 1988, 10; in ancient 
Greece: VOKOTOPOULOU 1986, 340-345, 374-376 (summer settlement of Mo-
lossian stockbreeders at Vitsa, on Mt. Pindos, 9th-4th century); for modern 
Crete see e. g. CHALIKIOPOULOS 1903, 125-126. 
105 Hesych., s. v. dtpSavJai, od -cuv xcpantav Ydtaxpoti, iv ot? tot PooxiQ|jiaTa inox^ov; 
cf. MAIURI 1911, 660-661. 
106 Hesiod., Theog. 484; FAURE 1965b, 428. 
107 Stadiasmus maris magni 340-341. 
108 Staatsvertrage 148 B 6. 
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of the evidence reflects a change in economic patterns, whose origins should 
be looked for in demographic and socio-economic developments. We will have 
to return to this matter later (§4). 
The most reliable sources for the question of pastoralism and transhumance 
are the Hellenistic treaties between the Cretan cities: T h e treaties concern 
themselves with those crucial aspects of economic life, which tended to lead 
to conflicts or could became the object of interstate cooperation.109 To a very 
large extent the economic regulations in the Cretan treaties pertain directly 
or indirectly to animal husbandry; this fact alone would suffice to demonstrate 
the rising importance of pastoral economy in Hellenistic Crete. 
A treaty between the neighbouring cities of Hierapytna and Praisos in East 
Crete (early 3rd century B.C.) includes a detailed regulation about the right of 
the citizens of the one city to use the pasture of the other: "The Hierapytnian 
shall have the right to graze (his flocks) on the land of the Praisians, with 
the exception of the sacred enclosures at Ardanitos and Daros, and similarly 
the Praisian on the land of the Hierapytnians, on the condition that they 
will do no damage and return each to his own land; and if a Hierapytnian 
choses to keep his flock on the land of the Praisians, he shall have a Praisian 
(citizen) as (his) mediator; similarly, if a Praisian choses to keep his herd on 
the land of the Hierapytnians, he shall have a Hierapytnian (citizen) as (his) 
mediator."110 This regulation differentiates between a) the occasional use of 
the pasturage of the neighbouring city by shepherds who kept their herds on 
the territory of their native city (certainly in the mountainous borderland 
of Hierapytna and Praisos) and b) the seasonal movement of animals from 
the warm coastal plains and the lowlands to the uplands pastures and vice 
versa (transhumance). For the latter practice the verb aOXoaxaxeiv is used, a 
composite o f aoXr}, a word used in the Greek sources specifically in connection 
with transhumance.111 Both phenomena, the occasional grazing on the land 
of the neighbouring city and the long-term keeping of herds there, presupposes 
109 Edition with detailed commentary in my book „Die Vertrage zwischen kretischen 
Stadten in hellenistischer Zeit"(forthcoming). 
110 Staatsvertage III 554 B 33-68: Eiuvona / [8 ' j EOXCO x5 3 S / [ i TE] ' Iepait/[uTv£]an EV 
x/[ai IIp]aio-{ai, / [x]<5pt x 5 v X/[E](XEVE<OV 40 / x<5v EV ' Ap/Savtxoi x / a l ev Aapot, 
/ xal x5t IIp/aic(ciH EV x4 S /ai ' iEpaic/uxvicu, a/aivEa<; EOv/[xa]<; 8E xal / Syovxa? 
[e]M/xax£po(; I xav IStav / orf 8s xa Xiji 6 / ['I]Epcc7iuxvi/o<; auXooxS5/ax~Ev 
EV xaft] / IIp{a)io£ai, c /uYxpixav i/xexa I lpa i /a iov SMJU.660 /xu>$ 8E xal / 6 
Ilpatato? ap] / xa Xiji atSX/o0xax~Ev i/v xat ' lEpait6s/vxv{at, ouv/xpixav ixi/rto 
'iEpauu/xvtov. For discussion see below, 3.4.1. 
111 On a(3Xi$, fnauXos, auvauXo?, axafl^oi; in connection with transhumance see 
SKYDSGAARD 1988, 74-75 (without the verb aiSXoaxaxsiv). Cf . also the verbs 
EvauXoaxaxEtv (I. Cret. III,vi 9 1. 82, lex sacra of the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios 
in East Crete) and ato^Eiv (SEG XXII I 305 III 6-7; treaty between Myania 
and Hypnia, ca. 190 B.C.). 
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an intensive occupation of a part of the populat ion with the raising of live-
stock, clearly exceding the husbandry on the agro-pastoral farm. Further, it is 
clear that we are dealing with citizens (6 ' kpajtOtviot;, 6 I lpaiato?) occupying 
themselves for a great part of the year with the breeding of animals. A t least 
a part of the population of Praisos and Hierapytna was therefore practicing 
specialized pastoralism in connection with transhumance. T h i s conclusion can 
be strengthened by further treaties of Hierapytna. A treaty with Priansos 
concerns itself with the same issue, the use of grazing land: "If anybody 
grazes (his flock), he shall be exempted from charges; but if he does any 
damage, he shall pay the fine according to the laws of each city (i. e. the 
city where the damage was done)" .1 1 2 T h e same regulation can be restored 
in another treaty between Hierapytna and the neighbouring community of 
the Arcadians: "[If the Hierapytnian grazes (his flock) on the land of the] 
Arcadians or the Arcadian on [the land of the Hierapytnians, he shall be 
exempted from charges; but if they] do any damage, they shall pay [the fines 
according to the laws] that exist [in each city]" .1 1 3 A l l three treaties pertain 
to the mutual use of pasture land (probably at the frontier), the exemption 
from charges (§3.4.2), and the punishment for damages done to the arable 
land by the livestock (§3.4.1). 
Such regulations are known so far only f rom treaties of Hierapytna with 
other Cretan cities; the assumption that Hierapytna was facing in the 3rd 
and 2nd centuries B .C . certain problems related with pastoralism seems quite 
reasonable. We will have to return to this question later (§4). W e should 
further bear in mind that these treaties of Hierapytna were not concluded 
only with neighbouring communities (Praisos, the Arcadians) , but also with 
a city with which Hierapytna did not have a common border (Priansos). T h e 
Hierapytnians had to cross the territory of two other cities (Biannos, Malla), 
in order to bring their flocks to the territory of Priansos; analogous trea-
ties with Biannos and Malla probably enabled the seasonal movement of the 
Hierapytnian flocks.114 
These three treaties offer direct evidence for transhumance in Hellenistic 
Crete. O n the basis of this direct and unequivocal test imonia we can under-
stand properly a series of legal sources (§3.4) which concern themselves with 
112 I. Cret. Ill.iii 4 II. 28-30 (early 2nd c. B.C.): d Tt? xa ve^Tji dxE]XT)<; law al 8E 
xa aEvqxai, dnoxeiaa/xca tot emx(|jLta [6] ai[vo]tisvo<; xaxa x6<; vono? TO? exaxepi) 
XEl/fiEVO?. 
113 Staatsvertrage III 512 II. 1-3 (late 3d c. B.C.): [ci 8e xa vcp.i}i 6 HEV ' Itpajujxvio? 
ev xat 'ApxaJ/Stov fj 6 'Apxa<; ev [xSi ' Iepaituxvtav X"P°"> axeXr)<; laxu- ti SE 
xa ai]vuvxai, &itoxiv6v[x6>v xa entxt^ia xaxa xo? VOJXOI; xo<; txaxeprj] XEt^evo? 
(restored by me on the basis of the analogy to the treaty between Hierapytna 
and Priansos). 
114 I. Cret. IH.iii 6 (early 3d c. B.C.) may be a treaty between Hierapytna (I. 7) 
and Biannos (in I. 5 we may restore xoi<; B[iavvi]oi<;). 
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problems of pastoral economy. A s already mentioned, the major i ty of the 
clauses which concern economic matters in the Hellenistic treaties of Crete 
are related with animal husbandry. These clauses are always to be found in 
isopolity-treaties, with which two Cretan cities mutual ly granted citizenship 
to those citizens who were willing to make use of it.115 T h e isopolity-treaties 
(especially those concluded between Hierapytna and other Cretan communi-
ties) allowed the citizens of the one city to use the pasturage of the other. 
These regulations permitted both the occasional use of the pasturage of the 
neighbouring city (probably at the borderland) as well as the seasonal move-
ment of livestock. Both practices could raise a series of issues: the payment of 
charges, the assignment of pasturage, the payment of customs for the crossing 
of the borders by the shepherds together with their herds and their personal 
belongings, the safety of the roads, animal-theft, and the damages done to 
the arable land by the moving animals. It is exactly these issues which are 
the object of interstate agreements in Hellenistic Crete. 
3.4. Pastoralism in the isopolity-treaties of 
Hellenistic Crete 
3.4.1. Assignment of pasturage and the protection of arable and 
sacred land 
Several isopolity-treaties of Hierapytna with neighbouring communities make 
provisions so that the Hierapytnians were allowed to use the pasture of the 
other community and vice versa.116 W i t h one exception (Priansos) these trea-
* 
115 On isopolity-treaties in general see GAWANTKA 1975. 
116 Staatsvertrage III 554 II. 33-68 (Hierapytna-Praisos, early 3rd c) ; Staatsver-
trage I I I 512 II. 1-3 (Hierapytna-Arcadians, late 3rd a ) ; I. Cret. IH.iii 4 II. 27-30 
(Hierapytna-Priansos, early 2nd c ) . For these texts see above, notes 109, 111, 
and 112. A similar clause can be restored in the treaty between Hierapytna and 
Lato (ca. I l l B.C.): SEG X X V I 1049 II. 13-15: [fetvonot 8 ' E<JT<O T5I AOCTI&H 
iv xa i ' I a p a 7 t u | / t v £ w v x<^PAT XWPLS E T T < " > 1 TEM-^VEL [ 1 / &<J<xuTt>><; SE TSI 
' Iap]aicuTv£<oi iv Tat [Aat{a>v x<Spai ]- Because of the mention of a teme-
nos the editors of this inscription restored here the clause about the erection 
of a stele with the text of the treaty in a temenos of Bileithyia. This resto-
ration is undoubtedly wrong, since the clause about the erection of the stele 
appears in II . 45-47. The clause in question appears among clauses regulating 
the citizenship and the economic privileges of the persons who made use of the 
isopolity (enktesis, exports etc.); therefore, the word temenos is probably used 
in connection with sacred land exempted from pasture (cf. Staatsvertrage III 
554 B 33-42: EKivonot / [B'] ECTTCO xc53S/[t xt] ' lEpait/|\nv(]&>t ev x/[ai IIp]atoiai, / 
[x]Spi tc5v T/[E]tAEve<dv 4 0 / xOv EV 'Ap/Savitoi x /ai EV Aapoi). The verb VE^ EIV 
("graze") can be read in the fragmentary treaty between Axos and Tylisos (late 
3rd c ) , probably in a similar clause: Staatsvertrage III 570 I. 7. 
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ties were concluded with communities, with which Hierapytna had a common 
border: Praisos, the tribal state of the Arcadians, and Lato. 
Presumably the pasture was situated on the common borderland; in one 
case (Hierapytna-Praisos) the use of the pasture is allowed on condition that 
the shepherds had to return to the territory of their native city after the 
grazing.117 This clause concerns the occasional grazing of flocks on the bor-
derland and not the transhumance. It has a certain similarity to the joint 
use of the borderland by two states attested in mainland Greece. Instead of 
setting boundaries to a disputed frontier region, the cities involved agreed to 
use these areas in common (xoivori x&pcti).118 
In case the shepherds used the foreign territory for a long-term seasonal 
stay the question of the assignment of pasture and the payment of customs 
(§3.4.2) arose. The long-term keeping of flocks on foreign territory is explicitly 
stated in the treaty between Hierapytna and Praisos (note 110) and implied 
by the treaty between Hierapytna and Priansos (note 112), since the two ci-
ties did not have a common frontier. The procedure followed in this case is 
described in detail in the isopolity-treaty between Hierapytna and Praisos: 
"If a Hierapytnian choses to keep his herd on the land of the Praisians, he 
shall have a Praisian (citizen) as (his) mediator (auyxpixdt;); similarly, if a 
Praisian choses to keep his herd on the land of the Hierapytnians, he shall 
have a Hierapytnian (citizen) as (his) mediator". The duties of this mediator 
can be explained easily. The pasture-land has always been (since the time 
of the Linear B texts) public land; all the citizens were allowed to use it.119 
In modern Crete each family of a community is assigned a certain parcel of 
the communal pasture, and this assignment remains valid for generations.120 
It is clear that the penetration of foreign shepherds and their flocks in such 
a traditional order could result to conflicts with the native shepherds (not 
unknown in modern Crete). Presumably, it was the duty of the local "media-
tor" (auyxptxdc;), who had good knowledge of the territory and its traditional 
distribution among the shepherds of his city, to arbitrate in these conflicts 
and to see that the foreign shepherd used the pasture assigned to him.121 
117 Staatsvertrage III 554 B 33-68: ETUVOHOC / [8'] saxu xS 3S/[t XE] 'It:pan/[uTv£]6)i 
EV x/[at nP]aia£ai, / ... StSovxa; [i] 5 0 /xaxeptn i<; / x i v iSiav. Cf. WlLHELM 
1921, 20. 
118 E. g. S E G XI 377; cf. IG IV21,75 (Hiermione-Epidauros). On the xotvocl X S p « 
see DAVERIO ROCCHI 1988, 37-40; SKYDSGAARD 1988, 80. 
119 See e. g. GscHNITZER 1981, 36; AUDRTNG 1989, 77. 
120 MAVRAKAKIS 1985, 46-48. 
121 Cf. REINACH 1911, 380, 389-390; GUAROUCCI 1942, 81; SCHMITT 1969, 330 
( „F lur r i ch te r " ) ; P E T R O P O U L O U 1985, 51; V A N E F F E N T E R R E - V A N E F F E N T E R R E 
1985, 183 note 100. 
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A common problem connected with the seasonal movement of the livestock 
over long distances was the damage done to the arable land and the crops.122 
The treaty between Hierapytna and Priansos (note 112) concern itself with 
such damages: "If anybody grazes (his flock), he shall be exempted from 
charges; but if he does any damage, he shall pay the fine according to the 
laws of each city (i. e. the city where the damage was done)" . A similar 
clause can be restored in the treaty between Hierapytna and the Arcadians 
(note 113). A lso the expression &aiv£ce<; £6vxac, ("doing no damage") used in 
the treaty between Hierapytna and Praisos in relation to the shepherds, who 
had to return to their native city after the grazing of their flocks, certainly 
refers to the damage the livestock (above all the goats) could cause to the 
crops.123 
Finally, measures were taken for the protection of sacred land from cattle 
and sheep. A lex sacra concerning the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios in East 
Crete forbids the use of the sacred land for grazing (£vv£u.eiv) and seasonal 
keeping of livestock (^vceuXoaTcrceiV) .1 2 4 The treaty between Hierapytna and 
Praisos (note 110) exempts two sacred enclosures (te^iivr))125 in Ardanitos 
and Daros, and a similar clause can probably be restored in a treaty between 
Hierapytna and Lato (note 116). 
3.4.2. Charges for pasture 
T h e three Hierapytnian treaties presented above (§§3.3, 3.4.1) show that the 
Cretan cities imposed charges for the use of their pasture land. However, 
there still exists a controversy among the scholars whether these charges had 
to be paid by citizens and foreigners alike (unless the latter were exempted 
from them)._ Th i s problem is connected with the interpretation of the term 
£rcivoud (£TCIVOI«5 or feivouioc in the inscriptions of other areas) used in the 
isopolity-treaty between Hierapytna and Praisos (note 110). T h e term epino-
me/epinomia has been interpreted as follows: 
122 See e. g. ROBERT 1949b; M A M A IV 297. For Crete c. f. above, note 54. 
123 SCHMITT 1969, 330 and MAREK 1984, 148 translate: "without suffering any 
harm"; but the analogous clause in the treaty between Hierapytna and Priansos 
makes clear that damages done by and not to the shepherds are ment; cf. LSJ, 
s. v. daivTQi;. 
124 Above, notes 17 and 111. Cf. similar Jeges sacrae from other areas: LSCG 67 
(Tegea, 4th c ) ; 79 (Delphi, 178 B.C.); 84 (Korope, ca. 100 B.C.); 104-105 (Ios, 
4th c ) ; 116 (Chios, 4th a ) ; 136 (Ialysos, ca. 300 B.C.); Syll3963 (Arkesine, 4th 
a ) . 
125 Temenos can also mean texritorium ceite deRnitum (GUARDUCCI 1942, 80; cf. 
SCHMITT 1969, 330); however, in the Cretan inscriptions it is usually used in 
the sense of "sacred enclosure": cf. BlLE 1988, 360; PETROPOULOU 1985, 51, 
85. 
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1) According to J .H . T H I E L epinomia means in principle the right of an alien 
to use the pasturage of a community; this right could be offered either to an 
individual (with an honorific decree) or to a whole community (with a treaty). 
According to this interpretation the recipients of the epinomia acquired the 
right to use the pasture land of a foreign community, having to pay the same 
charge as the citizens.126 This view presupposes that the citizens did pay 
charges for the use of the public pasturage. 
2) According to D. H E N N I G epinomia means the exemption from charges 
for the use of public pasturage, and not the right of grazing; recepients of 
this privilege could be citizens and aliens alike. H E N N I G ' S view finds a strong 
support in the fact that in Boeotia the privilege of epinomia was eventually 
given to citizens; since the citizens had the right to use the communal pa-
sture anyway, this additional privilege can only mean their exemption from 
charges.127 
3) f ina l ly , according to Chr. M A R E K the citizens did not pay any charges 
for the use of public pasturage; this constituted one of the citizen-rights. The 
term epinoma, attested only in the isopolity-treaty between Hierapytna and 
Praisos, designated the transfer of this citizen-right to the citizens of the city 
which signed the isopolity-treaty.128 
M A R E K ' S interpretation is obviously wrong. We know that in Crete the ci-
tizens paid taxes and charges to their cities for all their activities (agriculture, 
fishing, mercenary service etc.),129 also for the cultivation of public land.130 
Therefore, the citizens must have paid charges for the use of public pasture as 
wel l . Since H E N N I G ' S interpretation is the only one substantially supported 
by the sources, we may assume that in Crete too epinoma ment the right of an 
alien to use the pasture land of the partner-city without paying any charges. 
In other words epinoma would be the right explicitly described in the treaty 
between Hierapytna and Priansos: "If anybody grazes (his flock), he shall be 
exempted from charges".131 
126 THIEL 1926, 54-60; cf. PETROPOULOU 1985, 50 note 221. 
127 HENNIG 1977, 130 note 24; cf. HoDKINSON 1988, 51-52 
128 MAREK 1984, 148-149 („Die Besonderheit in diesen kretischen Stadten mufi 
freilich darin liegen, dafi hier in der Tat die Nutzung des kommunalen Weide-
landes ohne Abgaben ein Bflrgerrecht war, welches die Vertragspartner sich im 
Zuge der Isopolitievereinbarungen gegenseitig gewahren."). 
129 The various taxes, charges, and duties have been collected by PETROPOULOU 
1 9 8 5 , 7 9 - 8 0 . 
130 I. Cret. IH.iii 4 I. 18-21 (Hierapytna-Priansos). 
131 I. Cret. III,iii 4 I. 28: ci x(? xa vtp.[T)t ATE]XT)<; EOTW. Nevertheless, the alternative 
interpretation, that the privileged aliens paid the charges on the same favorable 
conditions as the citizens, should not be excluded. This latter procedure is 
mentioned in the treaty between Hierapytna and Praisos (I. Cret. III,iii 4 II. 
18-21) in relation to the cultivation of public land: lZ,£ot<a .Se... OTteipev... 
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3.4.3. The crossing of borders and the question of customs 
As we have already seen, the seasonal movement of animals ment the periodi-
cal crossing of the borders. In the case of Hierapytna, if its shepherds made 
use of the treaty with Priansos and brought their flocks in its territory, they 
had to cross the territory of two other cities, Biannos and Malla. A movement 
over long distances is not surprising; in modern times the transhumant shep-
herds of Sphakia in West Crete bring their herds to the coastal areas south 
of the Messara plain (Lasaia, Agiopharango) and near Rhetymnon (Central 
Crete), and the shepherds of Mt. Ida use winter quarters in Sitia in East 
Crete or in Kaloi Limenes in South Crete.132 
These seasonal journeys over long distances were not only connected with 
dangers (§3.4.4), but also with high costs; in principle, the alien had to pay 
customs for the import and export of goods, unless he was freed from them 
by the foreign city. Beside their sheep and goats the transhumant shepherds 
carried personal belongings and were sometimes accompanied by slaves. In 
addition to that, various transactions could take place during the journey and 
during their stay in the foreign city: The sale of the meat, wool, and skins 
of animals, the sale of newborn animals, the purchase of items necessary for 
the living of the shepherds etc. Finally, on returning to their native city the 
shepherds brought back not only the herds they had taken to the summer 
or winter pasturage, but also the newly born animals. The importance of 
these issues can be clearly seen in a treaty between the Aigaieis and the 
Olympenoi in Asia Minor (4th/3rd century), which regulates the exemption 
from customs for the import and/or export of certain items (garments, food 
and wine, newborn sheep etc.) by transhumant shepherds.133 
If transhumance did take place in a large scale in Hellenistic Crete, we 
should not be surprised to find regulations about these issues in the treaties. 
Indeed, numerous treaties of isopolity or alliance concern themselves with the 
question of export (i^ayuyrj) of goods from the territory of the parties to the 
agreement. T h e relevant clauses provide, in principle, that the citizens of the 
partner-city were exempted from customs, if the export took place by land. 
For exports at sea the aliens paid the customs provided by the laws of the city, 
where the export took place; they also had to take an oath that they were 
8i8Sai toe xfXea xaOoOTep ot SXXoi 7toXiTai. Cf. CHANIOTIS 1986. MAVRAKAKIS 
1985, 48 reports that in modern Crete the charge for pasturage paid by foreign 
shepherds is double as high as the one paid by the local owners of livestock. 
132 BlNTLEFF 1977, 630; HERZFELD 1985, 38. Other examples in FAURE 1964, 24-25; 
M A V R A K A K I S 1985, 50. 
133 Staatsvertrage III 456; for a discussion see GEORGOUDI 1974, 176-178; cf. HoD-
KINSON 1988, 51-52. 
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exporting items for their own use.134 A . P E T R O P O U L O U has interpreted these 
clauses as an effort of the Cretan cities to intensify the trade;135 according to 
her, the Cretan cities did not demand customs for exports by land, because 
these exports were insignificant. However, if we take into account a) the lack 
of any sources attesting an intensive trade activity in Hellenistic Crete, b) 
that these clauses appear in treaties which also regulate the right of pasture, 
and c) that the only group of persons, who could profit from the exemption 
from duties for exports by land, were the transhumant shepherds who had 
no alternative than to use the land routes, it seems plausible to bring these 
regulations in connection with transhumance. Because of the geographical 
conditions of Crete transport by land was advantageous basically only for 
sheep and goats; all other goods could more easily be promoted at sea. As a 
matter of fact, all the cities which concluded these treaties had harbours. 
Closely related to these clauses about the export of goods is a clause in the 
treaty between Hierapytna and Priansos, which gives the citizens of the two 
cities the right to bring their possessions in safety into the territory of the 
partner city: "If a Hierapytnian brings something in safety into Priansos or 
a Priansian into Hierapytna, he is allowed to import or export it as well as 
its produce by land and at sea without paying any customs; but if he sells 
any of the goods he had brought to safety, if the export takes place at sea, he 
has to pay the customs provided by the laws of each city".136 In spite of the 
complicated formulation, it is clear that this clause permitted the citizens of 
the two cities to bring their belongings in case of war or another danger to the 
territory of the partner-city and to re-export them without having to pay any 
134 I. Cret. IV 186 B I. 15-18 (Gortyn-Lappa): ila Y&>Y"V S'i[(XEv x5i XE TopTuviwi 
Aait/notSev xal xSi Aarcnalwi TopTuvaOcv itdvxwv, xaxa yav j dxcXe!, x a x a 
8dXa88av SE xaxap*aXXovxav<; XEXTJ x a x o XOIK; / vo^oui; xou<; ^ExaxEpi) XEI(XEVOU<; 
uitEp TSV EvXtnEvtaiv; I. Cret. I,xvi 5 II. 15-17 (Lato-Olus): E^aywYav SE (?i)tXEv 
x<5i XE [Ajaxlwi 'OXovxoq xai x<3i 'OXovxttot iy Aax5<;, xaxit ya j / v \xhv &XEXEI;, 
xaxa GaXaaaav SE xax[apdXXovai xa XEXKX x a x a x6<; sxaxEpij XEI^EVOC; V6]/I4°]<;, 
6p.6aavai 1$ tSJotv XP^ lav ^S&YEV; cf. I. Cret. I,xviii 9 B 3-5 (Lyttos-Olus); I. 
Cret. IV 174 I. 34-37 (Gortyn-Hierapytna-Priansos); S E G X X V I 1049 II. 20-
23 (Hierapytna-Lato); PETROPOULOU 1991, 52-53 E 6 II. 18-22 (Eleutherna-
Aptera). Similar regulations may be restored also in Staatsvertrage III 512 II. 
31-37 (Hierapytna-Arcadians); Staatsvertrage III 583 I. 9 (Hierapytna-Lato). 
Probably the "isopolits" had to pay the customs on the same (favorable) con-
ditions as the citizens: see CHANIOTIS 1986. 
1 3 5 P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , 6 3 - 6 8 . 
136 I. Cret. Hl.iii 4 II. 21-27: El U x( / xot 6 ' Itpareuxvto? 6itcx8T)xai E? IIpJava{i}ov 
i) o npiavotEii; / £<; 'Iepattuxvav 6xtouv, dxEX£a t a t u xai ioayo[dva>i xal / 
E'SayotxEvcoi aikot xal xouxwv xo? xapno? xal xaxa ySv / xal xaxa SaXaaaav Sv 
SE xa ditoSwxat xaxa OaXaaoav c u / a a ? ii,ay<>>ySi<; x5v im£x8Eolt«ov ditoSoxu xa 
X£XEO / xaxa xoq vo^oq xo? sxaxEpT) XEipivoi;. 
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customs.13 Since Hierapytna and Priansos did not have a common border, 
it is obvious that only two groups of persons could make use of this privilege: 
shepherds and pirates. T h e shepherds wandering in the frontier areas were 
exposed to the dangers of wars and raids more than anybody else. T h e treaty 
considers also the "produce" of the belongings brought to safety (xaprcot), i. 
e. the offspring of the livestock of the transhumant shepherds.138 If "goods" 
brought to safety were sold in the partner city and were not exported or were 
exported by land (i. e. livestock) no customs were raised. It is clear that this 
regulation favoured at the first place the shepherds who had no alternative 
than to use the land routes. The second group of persons who could make use 
of this regulation were the notorious Cretan pirates. They could bring their 
booty to safety in the allied city and re-export it, including the offspring of 
captured persons; only when they sold their booty to foreign merchands, they 
had to pay the usual duties.139 
3.4.4. The safety of the land routes and animal-theft 
The major problem of modern Cretan transhumance is animal-theft (above, 
note 87). Direct evidence from ancient Crete is lacking, except perhaps 
for a very fragmentary Hellenistic decree or law of Axos, which concerns 
thefts (perhaps of cattle).140 A Hellenistic treaty between Malla and Lyttos 
which concerns itself with the abduction of free men, slaves, and their be-
longings may be related with animal-theft and raids against shepherds in the 
mountainous borderland between the two cities, which was hardly controlled 
at all. 141 
T h e problems of transhumance appear more clearly in the clause about 
the safety of the land routes in two Hellenistic treaties (between Lato und 
Olus, and Lyt tos and Olus, late 2nd century). This clause is best preserved 
in the treaty between Lato and Olus: "If someone takes something from a 
Latian or an Olunt ian, the elders who are responsible for the eunomiai and 
investigate and regulate in each of these cities, shall intervene; and they shall 
have the right [to reconcile the parties (?)] and to undertake everything, as it 
seems proper. A n d the 'roads of the aliens' (or the 'roads leading to foreign 
territory'?) shall be inviolable; and if someone does wrong on these roads, he 
137 MULLER 1975, 143, 147; cf. PETROPOULOU 1985, 22-23. 
138 Cf. MULLER 1975, 143, 147; PETROPOULOU 1985, 22, 51. 
139 Cf. MULLER 1975, 143 note 51, 150 note 74. On the Cretan slave-trade see 
PETROPOULOU 1985, 68-74. 
140 SEG X X I I I 657: [a! U TI? tExpan68a? ? SX]Xw xXccpEt. But this restoration is 
very speculative. I. Cret. I V 41 I V 2-5 = KoERNER 1993, no 127 (Gortyn, early 
5th c.) possibly concerns animal theft; but see KoERNER 1993, 383. 
141 Cf. CHANIOTIS 1994. 
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shall pay the sixfold fine, if he is defeated in a lawsuit".142 The meaning of 
the £evtxotl 6801 and the function of the officials called Kpe iy toxo i ol bid TCCK 
eOvouictic. have been the object of a controversial discussion: 
a) Hevixai 68o(: For Crete, the expression £evixf) 686? is attested in these 
two Cretan treaties and in Plutarch's vita of Lykurgos (31,7); according to 
Plutarch the grave of the Spartan lawgiver was on a £evtxr) 686<; near Per-
gamon in West Crete. The term is also attested outside of Crete, always in 
connection with mountainous regions.143 On Crete these "routes" or "roads of 
the aliens" can be located on Mt. Kadiston (between Olus and Lato) and on 
the mountains of Lassithi (between Lyttos and Olus). According to D. GON-
DICAS144 these routes were "sacred roads" leading to important sanctuaries. 
Her interpretation is, however, based on a misunderstanding of the adjective 
Sivoc, ( = Geto?) used in the relevant clauses; this word is used in this context 
i n the sense "inviolable", and not "sacred".145 A . P E T R O P O U L O U has argued 
that the ^evixcti 6801 were the routes leading beyond the territory of a city146 
and that the aim of these clauses was to secure the trade activity and the 
recruitment of mercenaries.147 The first interpretation may be right, but the 
second is mere speculation. The use of a distinctive attribute (£EVIX6<;) clear-
ly shows that a sharp distinction was necessary between these specific routes 
and other roads; we have either to do with routes leading beyond the border, 
to the foreign territory (££vr)), or with routes which were regularly used by 
foreigners (£6voi). If we take into account the social and economic conditions 
in Hellenistic Crete, we may suppose that the transhumant shepherds, and 
not the merchands, for which there is a lack of any sources whatsoever, made 
regular use of these routes. This assumption can be strengthened by a study 
of the officials responsible for the security on these routes. 
b) EOvoutai, EOvo(jua, (auv)euvoui«Toti: The board of magistrates called in 
the treaty between Lato and Olus npeiyiaxoi ol im TCUC; SUVOUIOCK; is known 
142 I. Cret. I,xvi 5 II. 34-38: [A!] BE xi xa IXnjxat Aaxiui 5) BoXovxiftn, ETUOVXCOV 
ot itpeiYiatoi] / [ol £]nl xa[t]<; Ev5voi*{ai<; ot exotxepij ipeuvtovxe? xal pu6(j.txxov[xE(; 
xai xuptot eax&jv ] / npo<; auaauxoi; xai xSXXfa] rcavxa XPWEVOI, xaScoq 
xa £itEix[e<; fy. ^ H I^EV] / [8E] xai xou; 6S61; xot? £E[VI]X6I(; 9!va<;' al 8E T(? xa 
xiva dSixifaiji £v xajuxaic; xai? &8oi<;,] / dnoxEiaaxu E^anfXoa xa it]pooxip.a Sixai 
vixaBE?. Cf. I. Cret. I.xviii 9 B 5-8. 
143 Polyb. 11,11,5 (Mt. Alesion near Mantineia); IG V 2, 443 I. 35 (Arcadia); 
SylT636 = L S C G 70 II. 23-24 (Parnassus, a 68o<; SEVJ? is mentioned in connec-
tion with the grazing of the cattle belonging to the sanctuary of Delphi); cf. IG 
X I V 352 = DUBOIS 1989, no 16 (Halaisa on Sicily). 
144 G O N D I C A S 1988, 2 8 1 - 2 8 2 . 
145 Cf. F. BLASS (commentary on SGDI 5075). 
146 P E T R O P O U L O U 1985, 99-100; cf. V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1942, 46 ( " r o u t e s i n t e r n a t i o -
nales"); DUBOIS 1989, 242 (<Ia principale route qui mene hors du terr i to iro) . 
147 P E T R O P O U L O U 1985, 136. 
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from several Cretan cities (Lato, Olus, Aptera, Polyrhenia). Its members 
(called 0-uveuvop.iGxai in Polyrhenia) are known from Hellenistic inscriptions 
referring to dedications or building works carried out in sanctuaries;148 this 
does not necessarily mean that the primary function of this board was the 
restauration of or supervision over sanctuaries. T h e decisive source for the 
duties of the 7cp£tYiaToi ol lid toac. eOvouian; or (auv^uvouiSxai is the treaty 
between Lato and Olus, from which we can infer that the members of this 
board intervened in cases of abduction and theft ([ocl] M T( xot £XI}TOU) on the 
"routes of the aliens";149 they undertook a judicial investigation of the case 
(£p8uvtovxe<;),150 put things in order (PU0U.{TTOV[TE:<;]), and arbitrated between 
the disputing parties (xpfjaGai xaOcS? x a imeixls f j) .151 For these reasons 
A . M A I U R I and M . G U A R D U C C I compared the duties of this board with the 
duties of the Athenian astynomoi and diaiietai:152 the keeping of public order 
and arbitration in the case of minor conflicts. H. V A N E F F E N T E R R E specified 
these duties further by bringing them in connection with the maintenance 
of law and order in the mountainous border areas and on the "routes of the 
aliens"; for that reason the Latian officials had their seat near the border.153 
Since the transhumant shepherds belonged to those who crossed the border-
line regularly, it is probable that the eunomiotai were concerned, among other 
things, also wi th the conflicts which arose between the shepherds: animal-
theft, disputes about the ownership of run-away animals etc. T h e etymology 
of this term is possibly not related to vouoc; = "law",154 but v£uetv = "to 
graze". Interestingly enough, as G . D E S A N C T I S published a dedication of 
the auveuvofiiQxai to Pan (without knowledge of the other attestations of this 
office), he interpreted this term as the name of an association of shepherds.155 
His interpretation was proven wrong, but the fact that these officials made a 
dedication to the protecting deity of shepherds confirms the assumption that 
148 I. Cret. I,xiv 2; I,xvi 21: construction works at a sanctuary of Ares and Aphro-
dite at the border between Lato and Olus; I. Cret. I,xvi 24: constructions at 
a sanctuary of Lato; I. Cret. II,iii 21 (Aptera); II,xxiii 9: dedication to Pan 
(Polyrhenia). It is not clear whether the word ei3vo(x£ai; in a fragmentary decree 
of Gortyn, found in Mylasa, refers to this board (I.Mylasa 654). 
149 C f . D E I T E R S 1 9 0 4 , 47 ; M U T T E L S E E 1 9 2 5 , 28 ; P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , 9 9 . 
150 M A I U R I 1 9 1 0 , 3 8 - 3 9 gives further examples of spcuvSv in this sense. 
151 Cf. M A I U R I 1 9 1 0 , 3 9 - 4 0 , who cites Arist., Rhet. I 1 3 , 1 3 7 4 b 2 0 - 2 1 : 6 yap 
Stoarrjrrji; TO £iueixe<; 6pqt. 
1 5 2 M A I U R I 1 9 1 0 , 4 2 - 4 5 ; G U A R D U C C I 1 9 3 3 , 2 0 4 ; cf. D E I T E R S 1 9 0 4 , 4 7 . Other inter-
pretations cannot be taken seriously: X A N T H U D I D I S 1 9 1 2 , 4 2 - 5 1 identified the 
eunomiotai with the kosmoi, the board of the leading officials of the Cretan 
cities; M U T T E L S E E 1925 , 2 6 - 3 5 regarded eunomia as another name of the boule. 
153 V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1942 , 4 6 ; c f . P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , 9 9 . 
1 5 4 M U T T E L S E E 1 9 2 5 , 2 7 - 3 0 ; G U A R D U C C I 1 9 3 3 , 2 0 4 ; V A N E F F E N T E R R E 1 9 4 2 , 4 6 ; 
W I L L E T T S 1 9 5 5 , 195 . 
1 5 5 D E S A N C T I S 1 9 0 1 , 4 7 5 - 4 7 6 ; c f . P O L A N D 1 9 0 9 , 5 4 0 . 
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the duties of the npelyto-Tot ol i%\ xaiq eOvouian; ("the elders responsible for 
the orderly grazing?") were related to the problems that arose from the regu-
lar crossing of the borderlines by transhumant shepherds. A s a matter of fact 
analogous officials (dpocpuXocxec., x<->po<puXax£ovTes, icepiitoXoi, ^prj^otptiXaxec) 
are known from other areas in Greece.156 
3.5. Of Cretan shepherds and owners of livestock: -
Between literary topic and reality 
The Hellenistic treaties studied above do not give any information whatso-
ever on the status of shepherds. T h e latter appear, however, in Hellenistic 
poetry, in the work of Theocritus, Callimachus, and in the "Cretan" epi-
grams of Leonidas of Taras in the Anthologia Graeca. The motifs attested in 
these epigrams always concern the life of shepherds in the wilderness of the 
highlands: the attacks of wild animals against the shepherds of cattle and 
sheep,157 the dedication of a bronze ram-statuette by Simalos and Soton to 
their protecting god, Hermes, on a mountain (pa9uaxo!vuv rcctp Xocpiav),158 
the abduction of a goat-shepherd by a nymph on the Diktaean mountains.159 
The Kydonian Lycidas in Theocrit 's "Thalys ia" is easily recognizable as a 
typical goat-shepherd through his clothing and his specific way of life.160 The 
"staging" of these epigrams in the highlands of Crete is certainly related to 
the seasonal movement to the upland pastures. The epigram about Simalos 
und Soton implies that these persons were the owners of the rich flocks they 
supervised as shepherds (6IYIV6(XOI... TtoXticetyoi). 
One would be tempted to explain these poems (especially Theocritus' idyll) 
as an expression of the well known interest of Hellenistic poetry and art in 
pastoral life.161 On the other hand, the Hellenistic poets would not have 
"staged" their bucolic poems in Cretan landscapes, had Crete not been known 
for its pastoralism. Further, the "Cretan" epigrams of the Greek Anthology 
in general, and especially those composed by Leonidas of Taras, demonstrate 
good knowledge of the social reality o f Hellenistic Crete (e. g. piracy,162 arch-
1 5 6 S e e e . g . G E O R G O U D I 1 9 7 4 , 1 7 6 , 1 8 2 ; D A V E R I O R O C C H I 1 9 8 8 , 8 4 - 9 1 ; A U D R I N G 
1 9 8 9 , 7 9 with note 2 9 ; H O D K M S O N 1 9 8 8 , 3 6 . 
157 Anth. Gr. 6, 262 and 263 (Leonidas of Taras); the ethnicon "Cretan" is not 
mentioned in the second epigram, but the personal name Sosos is one of the 
most common Cretan names ( F R A S E R - M A T T H E W S 1 9 8 7 , s. v.). 
1 5 8 Anth. Gr. 9 , 7 4 4 (Leonidas of Taras). 
159 Callim. ep. 22 ed. Pfeiffer. 
1 6 0 Theocr., id. 7 , 1 0 - 2 0 . 
1 6 1 S C H N E I D E R 1 9 6 7 , 1 , 1 4 7 - 1 5 6 ; H I M M E L M A N N 1 9 8 0 , 8 3 - 1 0 8 ; L A U B S C H E R 1 9 8 2 , e s p . 
4 3 , 4 6 - 4 7 , 1 0 8 - 1 1 7 . I S A G E R - S K Y D S G A A R D 1 9 9 2 , 101 disregard the Hellenistic 
bucolic poetry as a source for pastoralism; cf. G E O R G O U D I 1 9 7 4 , 1 5 9 . 
1 6 2 Anth. Gr. 7 , 6 5 4 . On Cretan piracy see B R U L E 1 9 7 8 ; P E T R O P O U L O U 1 9 8 5 , "35 -46 . 
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ery,163 hunting,164 onomastics165). So we have no reason to assume that these 
literary sources stay in a grave discrepancy to the situation on contemporary 
Crete. 
If the Hellenistic legal sources remain silent about the Cretan shepherds 
and/or owners of sheep and cattle, persons related to specialized pastoral-
ism do make their appearance in the contemporary dedications. The cult 
of typically "pastoral" deities (the Curetes, Hermes, Pan) is well attested in 
Hellenistic times.166 The close relation between religion and pastoralism can 
be seen in two characteristic examples: Only the Cretan oaths make explicit 
mention of sheep in their imprecations (in the formulary expression "if we 
break our oath let our women and our sheep not bear according to nature", 
see note 10); in the hymn sang (annually?) at the sanctury of Zeus Diktaios 
by the ephebes of Cretan cities the god (on Crete a protector of fertility) was 
called up to spring in the flocks and give them fertility (note 11). 
Beside religion, Cretan onomastics offer an impressive evidence for the pre-
dominant position pastoral activities took in the self-representation of the 
Cretans.167 In Hellenistic times many personal names related to the breeding 
of sheep, goats, and cattle are attested in various Cretan cities.168 A first 
characteristic group of personal names derives from words related to grazing 
and ownership of sheep, goats, and cattle: Boukolos ("the shepherd of cat-
tle", one attestation), Eurybotas / Ourybotas ("great cattle-breeder", four 
attestations in Knossos, Eltynia and Gortyn), Poimne ("the flock") and Poi-
malion ((rcoip:ouveiv, "to graze"), both attested to the best of my knowledge 
163 Anth. Gr. 7, 427; 9, 223 and 265. 
164 Anth. Gr. 6,75. 121. 188. 351; 7,448. 449; 9,223. 265. 268. On the importance 
of hunting for the social life of the Cretans see CHANIOTIS 1991. 
165 Many names of Cretans in the epigrams of the Anthologia Graeca find paral-
lels in Cretan onomastics (cf. the lemmata in FRASER-MATTHEWS 1987): An-
droklos (6,75; cf. Androkles, 9 attestations), Meliteia (6,289; cf. Melita), Niko 
(6,289), Philolaidas (6,289; cf. Philolas), Sodamos (7,494, 3 attestations), Sosos 
(6,262, 57 attestations), Soton (9,744), Therimachos (6,188) and Theris (7,447; 
cf. Theraia, Theraios, Theris, Theron). 
166 Curetes ol itpo xapxaiicoSwv: I. Cret. I.xxxi 7-8 (2nd/lst a ) ; cf. the place-name 
Curetes in East Crete (SEG X X V I 1049 I. 78); for dedications to the Curetes 
in Roman Crete see below, note 189. Hermes: I. Cret. I,xvi 7 = SEG X X X I V 
920 (Lato, 2nd c ) ; for the cult caves of Hermes on Crete see FAURE 1964, 131-
139; for the Cretan cults of Hermes as protector of fertility see W n A E T T S 1962, 
287-289; LEBESSI 1985, 163-187. Cult caves of Pan: FAURE 1964, 148-150. A 
recently excavated Hellenistic sanctuary at Tsiskiana in West Crete could be 
related to a deity protecting pastoral activities; during a single campaign 436 
statuettes of oxen have been found there: NlNNIOU-KlNDELI 1988, 291. 
167 Also notice that sheep are explicitly mentioned in a fragmentary funerary epi-
gram (of a shepherd?) from Axos (I. Cret. II, v 52 I. 10, 1st c.) 
168 On the following names see the relevant lemmata in FRASER- MATTHEWS 1987. 
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only in Crete (in Hierapytna), Eumelos ("the owner of good sheep", in Knos-
sos, Olus, and Polyrhenia), Melion ("the owner of sheep", in Hierapytna). 
A second group of Cretan personal names is related to livestock, especially 
to ovicaprids: Aigedas (Keraia), Aigeidas, Aigylos (Polyrhenia), and Aigon 
(Itanos,(ofl£, "goat") , Krios ( "ram", in Gortyn, Lasaia, and Psycheion), Chi-
maros ("the goat", three attestations, in Priansos and elsewhere), Moschos 
("calb") and Moschion (in Phaistos and Rhithymna), and Bous ( "ox" , in 
Olous). In view of these epigraphic testimonia we may assume that the Cre-
tan bucolic motifs in the Hellenistic poetry are not very distant from reality. 
4. Pastoralism on Crete: General phenomenon or 
response to a crisis? 
The literary and documentary evidence presented above permits the conclu-
sion that specialized pastoralism existed — sporadically or not — in Dorian 
Crete from the archaic to the end of Hellenistic times. In all these periods we 
were able to find direct or indirect evidence for the existence of large flocks 
(e. g. in Rhizenia and Lyttos), for citizens, who derived their wealth from 
their rich herds (§3.5), and for seasonal transhumance (§3.4). However, we 
can neither prove that these conditions prevailed in all Cretan landscapes 
nor that an unbroken continuity existed from the archaic to the end of the 
Hellenistic period.169 The bulk of our evidence comes from the Hellenistic 
age. At first sight this does not seem unnatural, since the Hellenistic age is 
in general richer in literary and documentary sources than the earlier peri-
ods of Dorian Crete. However, this explanation is not satisfactory. We have 
seen, that the most detailed and reliable sources for specialized pastoralism 
and transhumance are the Hellenistic treaties. Is it only by chance that all 
the relevant treaties date in the Hellenistic age and almost all of them con-
cern one city (Hierapytna)? Of course, we may not exclude the possibility 
that earlier Cretan treaties were written on bronze sheets and are now lost; 
the concentration of evidence in East Crete may also be symptomatic for the 
more intensive archaeological research in this area. Nevertheless, these two 
objections do not change the fact that in Hellenistic times Hierapytna found 
it necessary to conclude a series of treaties with almost all its neighbours and 
to include in them clauses which faciliated the practice of a specialized pas-
toralism to its citizens. Thus, Hierapytna's policy may offer a case study for 
the question on what conditions specialized pastoralism could appear. 
We owe most of the information about Cretan pastoralism to the Hellenistic 
isopolity-treaties between the Cretan cities. Theoretically, an isopolity-treaty 
gave all the citizens of one city the right to settle in the partner city; they 
1 6 9 Cf. (in general) H A L S T E A D 1 9 8 7 , 8 1 . 
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were granted citizenship, could aquire land in their new city and develop their 
economic activities on the same conditions as the citizens of the partner city. 
T h e reciprocity of the clauses is, however, misleading. In September 1992 
the Federal Republic of Germany and Ruman ia signed a treaty in which both 
states are obliged to take back those citizens, who stay illegaly in the partner-
state; the reciprocity of this regulation cannot blind us to the fact that only 
Ruman ian asy lum seekers were taken into consideration.170 Similarly, the 
reciprocity of ancient treaties does not mean that the interests of both partners 
were identical. A close study of the relevant clauses confirms this conclusion. 
T h e potential adressees of these rights were persons who did not possess land 
in their nat ive city. Indeed, all the treaties stipulate that no person would 
possess land in both his native city and his new city. B y making use of the 
isopolity a person had to settle all his financial and legal matters in his native 
city and then leave her.171 It is obvious that these treaties make sense only 
if one of the partners had a surplus of citizens who did not possess land (or 
enough land) and was interested in settling them in a neighbouring city. 
A s a matter o f fact, a close study of the isopolity treaties o f Hierapytna con-
firms this logical assumption. More than half of the Cretan isopolity-treaties 
known so far were concluded between Hierapytna and other Cretan cities 
(Praisos, the Arcadians, Itanos, Priansos, Lato, a communi ty of Hierapytnian 
settlers, and an anonymous city, perhaps Biannos).172 Except for Lato none 
of the other cities which signed isopolity-treaties with Hierapytna is known 
170 Siiddeutsche Zeitung of 25th September 1992 (p. 1): „Die Abschiebung ab-
gelehnter Asylbewerber aus Rumanien wird erleichtert. Bundesinnenminister 
Rudolf Seiters und sein rumanischer Kollege Victor Babiuc unterzeichneten in 
Bukarest einen Vertrag, in dem sich beide Staaten verpflichten, eigene Staats-
angehorige zuruckzunehmen, die sich illegal im Land des Vertragspartners auf-
halten. Dies betrifft faktisch nur die rnminkche Seite." 
171 Staatsvertrage III 554 II. 13-16: Ttotpoux/ijaanevoi; / xav aux5 n/oXiv; cf. II. 1-2: 
8ia8c(Ac/vo? xa TSia; I. Cret. I,xvi 17 II. 10-11: SixcttoitpaY^aavxa xoi? i8(o/[i; 
jtapotiT»jo-a|ievov;] xav tStav noXiv; SEG XXVI 1049 II. 11-12: 5ixa[ioitpaYV)oravTi 
xoi? IMofi;]; cf. I. Cret. I,xvi 5 1. 11. For a discussion of these treaties see above, 
note 109. 
172 Staatsvertrage III 554 (Hierapytna-Praisos, early 3rd c); Staatsvertrage III 512 
(Hierapytna-Arcadians, late 3rd c) ; Staatsvertrage III 579 (Hierapytna-Itanos, 
late 3rd c) ; I. Cret. IH.iii 4 (Hierapytna-Priansos, early 2nd c) ; I. Cret. IH.iii 6 
(Hierapytna-Biannos?, early 2nd c ; cf. note 114); I. Cret. Ill.iii 5 (Hierapytna-
Hierapytnian settlers, early 2nd c. ?); SEG XXVI 1049 (Hierapytna-Lato, ca. 
I l l B.C.). The other isopolity-treaties between Cretan cities are the following: 
Staatsvertrage III 570 (Axos-Tylisos, late 3rd a); Polyb. 28,14; Diod. 30,13 
(Apollonia-Kydonia, early 2nd c) ; I. Cret. I.xviii 10 (Lyttos-anonymous Cretan 
city, early 2nd a); I. Cret. I,xvi 17 (Lato-Eleutherna, early 2nd a); I. Cret. 
I.xviii 9; SEG XXXIII 134. 638 (Lyttos-Olus, ca. I l l B.C.); I. Cret. I,xvi 5 
(Lato-Olus, ca. 109 B.C.) 
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to have concluded an isopolity-treaty with another Cretan city. One would, 
therefore, suspect that the initiative for these treaties was taken by Hierapyt-
na, interested in settling a surplus of citizen population in the partner cities. 
But there is no need for speculation on this matters, since we have concrete 
evidence for that. 
Hierapytna is located on the narrowest spot of Crete, on the isthmus of 
Ierapetra (12 km wide); it is the place with the lowest rainfall in Greece.173 
A t the beginning of the Hellenistic age the territory of Hierapytna was limited 
by that of numerous other cities, located in a short distance from Hierapytna 
(map. 1, Tafe/ J ) : Biannos (39 km) and Malla (14 km) in the west, Lato (20 
km) and Istron (14 km) in the north, Praisos (32 km) with her various depen-
dent communities (Stalai, Setaia, Ampelos) in the east. Hierapytna probably 
faced a considerable population growth in the Hellenistic times; ist population 
cannot be estimated, but its relatively large dimensions can be demonstrated 
by a comparison of the number of mercenaries Hierapytna and Olus had to 
sent to Rhodos according to two treaties of the late 3rd c : The Oluntians 
sent 100 men, the Hierapytnians 200 men.174 We also know of numerous 
Hierapytnian emigrants (mostly mercenaries) in Central Greece, Cyprus, and 
Delos.175 T o supply her population with land Hierapytna made use of the 
three solutions known to the Greeks: colonization, emigration in neighbou-
ring cities, and conquest. Probably in the early 2nd century a relatively large 
group of citizens was settled in the territory of another Cretan state (the 
Arcadians?);176 Strabon refers to a synoikismos between Hierapytna and the 
neighbouring community of Larisa;177 ca. 145 B .C . a small settlement of both 
military and agricultural character was founded on the sacred land belonging 
173 On the geological situation of this area which does not favour a dense settle-
ment see LEHMANN 1939, 213; on the climate: PHILIPPSON 1948, 193, 196; 
WAGSTAFF 1972, 276-280; RACKHAM 1972, 284 (Ierapetra "has a more seasonal 
climate than anywhere else in Mediterranean Europe and closely resembles the 
drier parts of Palestine"); cf. WATROUS 1982, 7. The temperature lies over 25°C 
from June to September; from June to August there is almost no rainfall. 
174 On these treaties (Staatsvertrage III 551-552) see PETROPOULOU 1985, 16; 
K R E U T E R 1 9 9 2 , 6 5 - 8 4 . 
1 7 5 S e e L A U N E Y 1 9 5 0 , I I , 1 1 5 4 a n d I . D e l o s 2 5 9 8 I . 3 4 . 
176 I. Cret. Ill.iii 5; RIGSBY 1986, 357-359 has contested the location of this settle-
ment on the territory of the Arcadians, but could not provide any conclusive 
argument for his assumption that this settlement was founded in Larisa, near 
Hierapytna, after a revolt. 
177 Strab. 9,5,19 ( C 440): Adpiaot... xai iv Tjj Kp-^rn noXi? fj vuv E!<; ' Iepaitu-rvav 
auvoixiaOeiaa, d<p' •?)<; xai TO uicoxctpevov itcStov vuv AapCaiov xaXcitai. Ac-
cording to RIGSBY 1986, 357-359 this information of Strabon is related to the 
settlement of Hierapytnian citizens referred to in the previous note. 
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to the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios.178 The isopolity-treaties of Hierapytna 
always include clauses which permit its citizens to settle in the partner cities 
and to acquire land there. A n unequivocal indication for Hierapytna's efforts 
to increase its territory can be seen in the continuous wars of the 3rd and 2nd 
c. against the neighbouring cities. A t the end of these wars in the late 2nd 
centuries the Hierapytnians had achieved a threefold increase of their territo-
ry (map 2, Tafei 2): They had conquered the whole territory of Praisos, had 
made substantial gains in the north after the destruction of Istron, and laid 
claim on Itanian land.179 
In view of these testimonia it seems quite clear that the economic clauses 
in Hierapytna's isopolity-treaties primarily met the interests of the Hierapyt-
nians. T h e Hierapytnians were evidently not interested in the immigration 
of citizens from other Cretan cities to their city, but in the possibilities pro-
vided to Hierapytnian citizen to emigrate to neighbouring areas. The interests 
of Hierapytna's partners have to be looked for in other areas (e. g. military 
support). 
Hierapytna's policy in the Hellenistic age (colonization, emigration, con-
quest) leaves not doubt that the city was facing grave demographic and eco-
nomic problems. The Hierapytnians were not in a position to retain their 
subsistence with their original territory; the reasons may be a population 
growth, the concentration of land in the property of few landowners and the 
consequent pressure of population upon limited lowland resources, or prob-
ably both. Many citizens became mercenaries and pirates,180 others had to 
settle in other regions of Crete, obviously many of them had to turn to pas-
toralism.181 
Hierapytna was certainly not the only Cretan city whose subsistence faced 
a severe crisis in Hellenistic times. It has been suggested that the rise of 
Cretan piracy and mercenary service was a consequence of these problems.182 
178 I. Cret. IH.iv 9 I. 86; on this document see now CHANIOTIS 1988b; P. GAUTHI-
ER (Bull, epigr. 1993,399) contested my view that the x<">P'°v mentioned there 
was a village of agricultural character; but he has overseen that this x&>piov is 
mentioned in connection with the cultivation of the sacred land (II. 72-88). 
179 On the expansion of Hierapytna in general cf. BENNET 1990, 202 with table 3; 
VAN EPFENTERRE 1991a, 397-400; B o w s K Y 1994. On the conquest of Praisos see 
I. Cret. III,iv 9 II. 46-47; on the territorial conflict with Itanos see I. Cret. III,iv 
9-10. On the northern border of Hierapytna see FAURE 1967; VAN EFFENTERRE-
BOUGRAT 1969, 38-39; FAURE 1972, 107; VAN EFFENTERRE 1991a, 402; B o w s K Y 
1994, note 16. 
180 On the Hierapytnian pirates see BRULE 1978, 34-56. On the Hierapytnian mer-
cenaries see above, note 175. 
181 On the relation between rising population and specialized pastoralism (in gen-
eral) cf. WHITTAKER 1988, 3; CHERRY 1988, 17; HoDKINSON 1988, 57. 
182 WlLLETTS 1965, 143-148; BRULE 1978 161-162, 182-184. 
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Information about upheavals and civil wars183 and the massive emigration of 
Cretans (especially to Egypt and Asia Minor)184 are certainly related to these 
economic and social problems. T h e endless wars and territorial disputes as 
well as the numerous treaties between the Cretan cities confirm the conclusion 
that many Cretan cities were not in a position to maintain their subsistence 
without waging war against their neighbours or attempting economic coop-
eration. Although definite evidence is still lacking, it seems reasonable to 
assume that under these conditions (population growth, lacking of land for 
all the citizens) an extensive occupation with pastoralism presented at least 
some citizens with an alternative to the more traditional economic activities 
(arable cultivation, small-scale animal husbandry). 
The conquest of Crete by the Romans (67 B.C.) set an abrupt end to the 
conflicts of the Cretan cities and at the same time to their archaic social and 
economic order.185 Crete occupied now a central geographical position in the 
pacified and unified Eastern Mediterranean; the extinction of piracy faciliated 
the trade activity with and on Crete. A t the same time the fundaments of 
the archaic Cretan society, the common meals, the military education, and 
the "men's houses", disappeared; further, the Cretans lost two of their main 
resources: piracy and mercenary service. These new conditions revolutionized 
Cretan economy. The agricultural production did not depend anymore on the 
system of the syssitia, was not controlled by the community, and did not aim 
at subsistence. T h e ultimate consequence of this change was a new orientation 
of several economic sectors towards trade, the most clear example being the 
massive export of wine and medicinal plants from Crete.186 Under these new 
conditions some changes must have occured in pastoral economy as well. 187 
However, all recent studies on Roman Crete remain silent on this question, 
basically due to the lack of reliable sources.188 Only a few indications for pas-
toralism can be found in the epigraphic sources, i. e. several vows addressed by 
183 I. Cret. III,iv 8 (Itanos, early 3rd c ) ; Polyb. 4,54,6 (Gortyn, ca. 221); I. Cret. 
I,ix 1 (Dreros, ca. 221); Polyb. 22,15,5 (Phalasarna, 184); I. Cret. I,viii 9 and IV 
176 (Gortyn-Knossos, early 2nd a ) ; I. Cret. I.xix 3 A (Malla, 2nd c ) ; cf. VAN 
EFFENTERRE 1948, 168-172; W n X E T T S 1955, 128-129, 182-185; BRULE 1978, 
178-179; PETROPOULOU 1985, 109-133. 
184 See e. g. LAUNEY 1950, I, 277-278; BRULE 1978, 162-170. 
185 For the following remarks see CHANIOTIS 1988a, 79-80; cf. BENNET 1990, 201-
203; H A R R I S O N 1991; H A R R I S O N 1993 , esp . 3 9 - 1 2 1 ; B O W S K Y 1994. 
186 Wine: CHANIOTIS 1988a,71-87; cf. MARKOULAKI-EMPEREUR-MARANGOU 1989; 
E M P E R E U R - K R I T Z A S - M A R A N G O U 1991 ; E M P E R E U R - M A R A N G O U - P A P A D A K I S 
1992. Medicinal plants: RoUANET- LlESENFELT 1992; cf. CHANIOTIS 1991. 
187 Cf. the developments in Roman Italy: GARNSEY-SALLER 1987, 68; GARNSEY 
1988, 201-202. 
188 S A N D E R S 1982 , 32; H A R R I S O N 1991. 
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shepherds or cattle-owners to the Curetes for the safety of their livestock189 
and the account found at the sanctuary of Diktynna in West Crete (6 B.C.), 
which attests the employment of (specialized?) slaves as shepherds of cattle, 
the leasing of cattle, and the controlled production of wool.190 Further, recent 
archaeological surveys indicate a systematic exploitation of land,191 probably 
connected with a shift to a market economy,192 and at least some of the traces 
of human activity in areas which were abandoned in earlier periods may be 
related to pastoralism. 193 
T h e written sources for the breeding of livestock in Dorian Crete demons-
trate the importance of this economic sector. It is also true that the demo-
graphical conditions on the island favour the seasonal movement of animals, a 
phenomenon still attested in modern Crete. However, the environmental fac-
tor and the modern experience alone do not prove that specialized pastoralism 
and transhumance were practiced continously and in all Cretan landscapes in 
the archaic, classical, and Hellenistic periods. The documentary sources, espe-
cially those concerning Hellenistic Hierapytna, rather lead to the conclusion 
that transhumance became important .in Hellenistic Crete under certain de-
mographic and social conditions (population growth, lack of land for all the 
citizens) and presented an alternative to more traditional economic activities 
(arable cultivation, small-scale animal husbandry). 
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